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Volume Twenty-Six

Rob Strom, the tea-year-old
genius ori the $64,000 question
has caused much consternation
at our house Since Rob is just
a little older than R. Paul by
a few months, this boy of ours
feels it his duty to appear on
the Program. I really haven't
had much enjoyment out of
News Wants All Children
the program since Rob came
To Have Pictures
on, because all during same
Made; No Cost Whatever
the children keep asking me:
Today and tomorrow, April
'What category should I take
4 and 5, are the big days for
mother"
the picture taking of your
youngsters! The News is havBelieve you me. it takes ing pictures taken of all chilexplatn
diplomacy
to
some real
dren who are brought by their
to them that Rob is a genius, parents or other guardian to
that such minds come along in the News Office between 10 a.
mall numbers in any genera- m. and 5 p. m. absolutely free
tion, and besides thal, gays I of charge.
to them. I don't think they're
The News wants a picture of
sufficiently informed on any your child to print in its forthcontestant
one subject to be a
coming feature, "Citizen of
on the program.
Tomorrow", a series of photographic studies of local chilexplanation dren. The more we get the betthat
Somehow
doesn't seem to satisfy them ter the feature wil be, so the
at all. . . so Tuesday night I cooperation of the mothers and
really got bombarded with two fathers is urged.
There is absolutely no charge
barrels on the reasons why
they can't be on the program. or obligation for taking the
R. Paul, didn't bother too much pictures. Parents don't even
about his inability to get on have to be a subscriber to the
The program he was just wor- News or even a reader. You
ried about whether I would do not have to purchase piclet him go on to the $256,000 tures either, though you may
obtain additional prints by arquestion
ranging direct with the Studio
want
if
you
Well, after enough of that representative
noise I got down to specifics. them That is entirely up to
Appointments may
be
asked both of the children you!
would made by calling 470, but apthey
subject
what
(home if they could get on the pointments are not necessary.
program Mary Jo said that she Just come right in to the News
could take arithmetic if only office on Commercial Avenue
she knew all of the 12 times
R. Paul has contendtable.
ed all along that he could be
a great contestant on spelling.
I can see his point . .. he is a
good speller for • fellow in
the fourth grade.
The enmpltment I paid him
did not satisfy his great desire
to be on the program . . . it only
fired his enthusiasm to fly to
New York and out-do Gloria
Lockerrnan. You know how it
when they
is with kidlets
get something in their minds,
they're like parrots. No matter
how patient you are answering their questions . they just
seem, to go on and on like
little brooks asking and ask tog and asking.
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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, April 4, 1967

BRING THE KIDDIES
111 FOR PICTURES .
TODAY, TOMORROW

This Sunday
Number Fourteen

Walter Smith Atkins Named
Citizen of The Year;Program
Depicts Life OfGreatService
Walter Smith Atkins, banker, industrialist, civic and
cultural leader, financier and former Mayor of Fulton
was named Fulton's Citizen of the Year at a banquet held
at Smith's Rose Room on Wednesday night.
The award was made by the Fulton County News and
Radio Station WFUL in recognition of Mr. Atkins' leadership and contrbutions he has made to Fulton over the
years.
Lt.-Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield, a long-time friend of
the recipient presented a gold loving cup to Mr. Atkins
as a remembrance of the occasion.
•

Mr. Atkins, joins W. L. Hol- 1922.
—His children,
Mrs.
land, E. E. Williamson, Sebra
Evans, Mrs. Ward Bushart and Charles Reams, Mrs. Don SenDr. D. L. Jones as Citizens of sing and Jerry Atkins, who
the Year. All of the former journeyed from Atlanta, Georcitizens honored in the past gia, and came to Fulton as a
by the newspaper and radio complete surprise to his father.
station Were present at the aHis sons-in-law, Charles
Wednesday Reams and Don Sensing; his
ward dinner on
night.
grandchildren, Peggy Reams,
Before a capacity audience of Walter Harris, Donna Jean and
city, county and state officials, John
Andrew Sensing. The
prominent business and social children
were presented
to
leaders and other distinguish- their grandfather with the ased guests, Mrs. Paul Westphel- sistance of long-time servant
ing, general manager of the in the Atkins household, Addie.
radio station unveiled a draWalter Smith Atkins
Rev. and Mrs. W. E.
matization of the life of Smith Mischke, former pastor of the
Atkins, presented along the First Methodist Church, with
lines of the television show, whom Citizen At
had
Church Of Christ
"This Is Your Life."
worked closely,. as an official
Paul Westriheling, publisher in the church.
Announces Topics
of the Fulton County News
A. B. (Pete) Roberts. a
The Central church of Christ acted as master of ceremonies former city of Fulton Councildistinguishintroduced
the
has a daily radio broadcast on and
man, who read portions of a
WFUL at 8:15 a. m. Next Fri- ed guests and notables in the resolution of appreciation preday, on this broadcast Oliver audience.
sented to Mr. Atkins When he
Local Singer Will
Appearing on the program retired as Mayor of Fulton.
Cunningham will discuss the
Audition Friday
subject "Apparel of Christian as participants were persons
—K. P. Dalton, former
important president of the Fulton Basewho had
played
Women."
At WLAC, Nashville
Citizen At- ball Association who read a
next roles in the life of
subject
The sermon
mow bmwp
kin.. Among limes irre: Atm aimanutwatory
Sundry, April 74in atAin&-1W6m* WINO Wit% /0* gfaiWoji Peet*, *engin presichnit
church of Christ ar1:00 a. m.
kins assisted as elerk 'liken he of the now disbanded Kitty
and 10:50 .e. in. will be, "Inwas fifteee years old. '
Miss League. Mr. Peace had planstrumental Music."
Annie" as she is affectionately ned to be in Fulton for the
Sunday
March
24th
the
On
called, was bookkeeper at the award dinner, but the critical
Bible School at 10 a. m. set a old
McDowell-Franklin
DrY illness of Mr. Peace's wife
new attendance record of 264, Goods Store and Smith Atkins necessitated his cancelling his
but this was broken last Sun- was her understudy.
trip at the last hour.
day when 268 were present.
—Mr. and Mrs. Abe Jolley,
Mr. Atkins, president of the
who were chaperones at a Pon- Fulton Bank, a former City
sum hunt many years ago at Councilman and Mayor has livCIRCUS TO HIGHLANDS
the old Fields home and where ed in Fulton for nearly a
half
The Fulton Lions Club has Mr. Atkins met his wife, the century. A graduate of South
former
Miss
Catherine
Fields.
decided to sponsor a circus
Fulton High School, he is the
—Mrs. Charles Gregory son of the late Martha Jane
this year and locate it on the
presented
the
nuptial Henderson and William Henry
Pepsi-Cola lot in Highlands. who
The City has refused permis- music at a small home wed- Atkins. At an early age he
sion to use the city ball park, ding when Mr. and Mrs. At- moved to Fulton
with his
king were married on July 19, widowed mother and his brothfor this purpose.

NANCY ADAMS IS
BAPTISTS UNION
CONVENTION WILL SELECTED FINALIST
FOR GODFREY SHOW
BE IN MAYFIELD
About 1500 Will
Attend Training
Meet On April 12

Attend The
hoice
CH
oU
u RC
Z
oiCyll

er Bill.
Referred to as a West Kentucky Horatio Alger, Mr. Atkins worked hie way through
high school and thru Valparaso
University. He started his business career as a young man
and today stands as one of .the
most prominent and successful
businessmen in the area.
While building his career, he
has also taken much time to
build his community and has
participated in every worthwhile project for the betterment of the community in
which he lives. He has served
on the board of education, the
City Council, the Chamber of
Commerce, the baseball association and is a member of the
Lion's Club, the Elks Club, the
American Legion, the Masonic
Lodge and the Fulton County
Sportsmen's Club.

MRS. NEM LOWE
RANKS NINTH AS
FAVORITE TEACHER
All-Expense Trip
Prize For Winner
In Newspaper Contest
A South Fulton school teacher, Mrs. Nelle Lowe, ranks
ninth in the Commercial's "favorite
teacher" contest. The
Memphis newspaper, in cooperation with other Memphis
firms, is sponsoring the contest
to determine the 1102d-8outh's
favorite teacher.
'
Selection of the teacher
determined by the number of
ballots sent in by friends of
the contestant. Mrs. Lowe, is
within the top -• ten teachers,
and as a reward if she wins,
is an all-expense trip to Mexico, for two weeks, with all
expenses paid. Also a complete
wardrobe.
Local friends of Mrs. Lowe
may assist her in being awarded the honor by complying
with the following rules:
1. Clip out the ballot in the
Commercial Appeal, type or
print 'the name of Your Favorite Teacher and his or her
grade or school, the school's
address and your own name
and address.
2. Print the first letter of
Your Favorite Meacher's last
name in the square in the ballot's upper left-hand corner.
3. If possible, paste your
completed ballot on a two-cent
post card. You may, however,
mail it in an envelope. In any
case, address your ballot to:
Your Favorite Teacher
Post Office Box 237
Memphis, Tennessee.

About 1.500 Baptists are expected to attend the annual
Kentucky Baptist Training
Union Convention at First Baptist Church in Mayfield April
12-13.
Inspirational messages by Dr.
James W. Parrish, pastor of
Riverside Baptist Church,
Miami, Fla.. and solos by Frank
Boggs, minister of music of
When the $64.000 program First Rapist Church, Tallahaswas new-ly over Tuesday and
see, Fla.. will be principal atI never found out why the tractions.
his
answer
didn't
officer
Navy
State winners will be chosen
question (did he) I just had to in the following youth events:
tell R. Paul that he had to Junior memory work drill (for
get that idea out of his mind ages 9 to 12). Intermediate
about being on the program. Sword drill (rapid ScriptureHe was far from being an ex - finding exercise for ages 13 to
He was far from being an 16), and Young People's speakexceptionally good speller, but ers' tournament (17 to 24).
Nancy Adams
that I hoped he would be He
Those placing first will reaskel what exceptional meant present Kentucky Southern
A talented Fulton entertain. and said he .
I told him
Baptist Convention events this er. Nancy Adams was this
I can spell that word
summer at Ridgecrest. N. C., week notified that she has been
selected as a finalist for audiand Glorieta, N. M.
tion on the national television
Ok. says L go ahead and
show, "Arthur Godfrey's Talent
spell it OK. gays, he. T will
axecepshunal, says he. As you
Scout." On March 1, Naney was
among hundreds of participants
well can see, he's learning to
(Ed's Note: This is the classifications of districts which within the city would be inwho auditioned in Nashville for
with
this new-tangled
spell
first
in a series of articles, are: residence district, business cluded.
business of phonetics . . which
a possible spot on the national
in the public in- district and industrial district.
published
Each zone will be reserved
.
show.
T can hardly spell myself
explain the purpose In the residential district build- for a specific use. The zoning
This week she was notified terest to
much less know what it means.
advantages of a Plan- ings are permitted along with ordinance may, however, perthat she will again be audition- and
ning and Zoning Commission churches, schools, public li- mit business uses in industrial
ed
as
a
finalist
if
she
is
selectOf course you know when
she of Fulton.) braries, truck gardening and zones. But a business could not
ed, she will be flown to New to a city the
there are two children in the
Mrs. McClain Of
similar uses which we like to be built in a residential zone
York with a local talent scout
family the age of ours, you
Fulton To Attend
Zoning a city is like plan- have near our living quarters. and an industry could not be
to appear on the national
can't devote too much time _apThe business district is just built in a business zone. The
ning a house, except on a largAnd Re Speaker
show.
swering questions for just one
er scale. In planning a house, that — the place where busi- reverse would not necessarily
Nancy
will
audition
on
Friof them. .the other chimes in
Members of
Grove No.
it is customary to plan an area ness is conducted in the city. be true. However, the Planwith her own set of block- Eleven. Fulton, have elected day afternoon at four o'clock
for each of our uses of the In this district the Planning ning Commission may recomat
WLAC-TV
In
Nashville.
She
busting queries. So Mary Jo Mrs. Beulah Ann Jewell, sechouse. A service area is provid- Commission proposes that any mend that residences be either
starts in with her ability to retary and Mrs. Margaret Sat- will appear before Mr. God- ed for in which cooking, eating retail business or service shall
excluded from or allowed in
spell. Says the "I can spell terfield. past president to at- frey's personal scouts Janette and laundry activities are con- be permitted. In the central
either of these zones. If they
and
Frank
Musiello.
University Chorus And
mimeo n e, sometimes, father, tend the Kentucky State Con- Davis
be were allowed in the industrial
ducted. A living area is plan- business buildings could
mother, school, and teacher." vention of the Supreme Forest Nancy was previously selected
Woodwind
Band Will
built
rought
out
to
the
front
relaxentertaining
and
zone and it was desired to
Russell, Godfrey's ned for
Its hard to tell that sweet Woodmen Circle April 11, 12, by Mark
Be Here Tonight
ing. A • third area is planned and side lot line.
build
a
house
there,
it
nation-wide
would
scout,
.who
advised
young thing that's not enough and 13 at the Helm Hotel and
Zoning ordinances often spee- be permissible to do so, but
for sleeping. It would be inThe Union University Chorus
...so all I can tell her It.... the W. 0. W. Hall in Bowling Nancy that she was a finalist. consistent to assign either of dy an additional commercial
the builder would have to
Nancy will be accompanied
"that's fine."
accompanied by the Union UniGreen.
local
or
functions
to
the
district
called
highway
these
three
realize
that he could not have versity
to Nashville for her audition
Woodwind Band will be
Another local Woodmen Cirby her parents and her ac- area reserved for the other in business districts. In this type protection from obnoxious in- in Fulton on
Thursday, April
If this young 'un Rob Strom cle member planning to attend companist Paul Westpheling, in the house.
of district would be permitted dustrial buildings being congoes on to the 6258,000 ques- is Mrs. Mamie Stovall.
So it is with our city. There most types of businesses that structed next to his house. The 4, for a program at the First
whose
band
Nancy
is
a
featurMrs. Jewell McClain of Fultion I think I'll leave home. R.
are three basic uses of land are permitted in the central same is true of the business Baptist Church at 7:00 p m.
ed vocalist.
This group of performers unPaul is already looking for ton, Tennessee District Manacarried on in the city. They business district. However, these district
der
the direction of Frederic
sixth grade spellers and Mary ger, will also attend and be
the
conbusinesses
would
be
required
sites,
for
are
for
home
The zoning ordinance- is a
CITY LIMITS EXTENDED
Jo has started reading like on the program.
duct of business, and for in- to have a substantial set-back tool with which the city may Lubrani will be completing a
The Woodmen Circle, nationmad. Of course the incentive
East Fulton gained about a dustrial sites. Zoning merely from the highway and off- plan some order for its future two day tour which featured
programs in Brownsville, Covthey get from such quiz pro- al fraternal society offering third more additional area this designates the areas of the city street parking space. These dis- growth. It does not
affect the ington,
women and week when the Fulton City where are best suited for each tricts are proposed for the
and Union City, Tenn.
grams is great. . but what I membership to
buildings
and
uses
existing There are
forty voices and
want to know is ... should I girls, has a membership of council, sustained by a court use and reserves those areas areas along principal highways. now, other than to
classify thirty five
instruments in the
tell them, that even at my more than 155 thousand. The decision, extended the corpor- for that use. By the establish- Not all of this area would be those that do not
with
conform
fraternal
age I don't know enough about society has an active
ate limits to cover all of the ment of zones for each type of zoned for business since much the uses permitted in that part- combined chorus and band.
one subject to get past the Program for all members in- new Carter subdivision north use, assurance is provided that of it is, and should be resi- icular zone as "non-conformA most cordial invitation is
$128 question. or should I urge cluding juniors, and has esta- of the Country Club Court to residential values will not be dentiaL Only that area which ing". This term
extended to everyone to attend.
simply
means
them to keep on hoping that blished a national sorority, Tau Batshel Street and thence west reduced by having undesirable is suitable for automobile sup- that they are
uses of buildings
Phi Lambda, for members be- to the ICRR.
maybe they can be famous?
uses of land placed alongside ported business would be zon- which existed at the time the
DINNER MEETING
tween the ages of 16 and 30.
them; that industrial land will ed for this use.
zoning ordinance was adopted,
that
lots
into
subdivided
The
last
type
of
district
is
not
be
And that's not all. .. they
Around 200 were present at
NO DAYLITE TIME
and that they may continue.
are too email for industrial the industrial district, in which But at the time of their discon- the Masonic Lodge here Monthink I ought to know all those
NO CHANGES NOW
will
Fulton
City
Well
The
business
on
Council,
takputs
general
use; and that
manufacturing, ware- tinuance or elimination, for any day night for a dinner meetfunny marks that Rob
if the
The Fulton City Council has ing note that daylight savings have areas into which to ex- housing, wholesaling, and stor- cause, they may not be rebuilt ing of District One sponsored
... when
window.
the
truth were known I can't even decided to leave the question time has been "outlawed" in pand without affecting residen- age are permitted. Since rail- except so as to conform with by Roberts Lodge 172. John W.
has
unanimously tial areas.
road trackage is essential to the ordinance.
point out the Big Dipper to of hiring a City manager for Tennessee,
Hall, Grand Master of Masons
A zoning ordinance ordinari- many of- these uses, much of
them, much less explain to the next Council to decide decided not to adopt "fast
of Kentucky was present, atime" for Fulton this year.
ly provides for three general the area along the railroads
(Continued next Week)
them what stars are made of. after it takes office in 1968.
long with other dignitaries.

WOODMEN CIRCLE
NAMES DELEGATES
TO STATE MEETING

WhatIs Planning AndZoning
How Can It Help Fulton?

BAPTIST CHURCH
PRESENTS MIN
MUSIC PROGRAM
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6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Stu Erwin Show
Waterfront
Climax
Playhouse 90
Highway Patrol
Action Theatre
Heart of the City
News & Weather

7:00
7:55
8:00
9:00
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:10
12:30
1 -00
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:30
Fulton - Union City Hiway
5:40
Boxoffice opens 6:45 p. m.
5:50
6:00
Thur.-Fri..-Sat.; April 4-5-6
605
(at 7:30 and 945)
6:15
FIRST RUN IN
6:30
CITY
AREA
UNION
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
,
9:00
11
OWN tommit•
A
9:30
Alip
Ca111111101 sti name
10:00
MARIA,BIPAIIDO • 10:30
11:00
GLUM}ORD I
11:30

Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Water Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
Industry On Parade
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Might
Masters Golf Tour
Cowboy Corral
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Beat The Clock
West Point
Zane Grey Theatre
Mr. Adams & Eve
Federal Men
The Lineup
Person To Person
Dr. Hudson's Journal
77th Bengal Lancers
This Is Your Life
News & Weather

CHANNEL 12

KEYS

April 4 - Alor0 ii
Thursday
7:00
7:55
8:00
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:10
12:30
1:00
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
4:15
5:30

Good Morning
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss brooks
House Party
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Sky King

Friday

111

MACK= J:ITO

THF TT AHOUSF Of
UHF AUG1.15 I 'c•'0

Saturday

8:30 Captain Kangaroo
9:30 Fury
10:00 Winky Dink & You
Admission 50c: children under 10:30 Mr. Wizard
12 free when in cars
11:00 Big Top
SUN.-1110N.-TlUES.-WED
12:00 Western Roundup
April 7-8-9-10
115 Dizzy Dean Show
1:25 Game of the Week
(At 7:30 and 9:45)
FIRST RUN IN
(Indians vs Giants)
4:00 Masters Golf Tour
UNION CITY AREA
5:00, Hollywood Matinee
6:30 Soldiers of Fortune
7:30 Jackie Gleason
8:00 Oh, Susanna
8:30 Hey Jeannie
9:00 Gunsmoke
9:30 Two For The Money
10:00 Your Hit Parade
10:30 Jim Bowie
11:00 George Gobel
11:30 News & Weather
wasauses•-•-uie.
Sunday
I.

8:15
8:30
9:00
Admission 50c; children under 9:30
12 free when in cars
10:00
dr

Man To Man
This Is The Life
Lamp Unto My Feet
Look Up And Live
U. N. In Action

Now many Hogs
In a Ton of Grain

41.
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10.30 Camera Three
11:00 Let's Take A Trip
11:30 Wild Bill Hickok
12:00 Heckle & Jeckle
12:30 What One Person Cat
Do
1:00 This Is Your Music
1:30 Hollywood Matinee
2:30 The Last Word
3:00 Face Th,le Nation
3:30 World News Roundup
4.00 Masters Golf Tourney
4:30 Frontier
5:00 My Friend Flicks
5:30 Air Power
600 Stage Seven
6:30 Jack Benny Show
7:00 Ed Sullivan
'
800 G. E. Theatre
8:30 Hitchcock Presents
9:00 $64,000 Challenge
9:30 My Little Margie
1000 Goodyear Playhouse
11:00 News & Weather
Monday
7:00
745
7:55
8:00
9:00
9:30
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:10
12:30
1:00
1:30
200
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
5:00
5:30
5:40
5:50
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
730
8:00
8:30
9:00
930
10:00
10:30
11 00

Jimmy Dean Show
Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kang-aroe
Garry Moore Show
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Water Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooke
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cowboy Corral
Wild Bill Hickok
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Robin Hood
Burns & Allen
Talent Scouts
I Love Lucy
December Bride
Sheriff of Cochise
Jane Wyman
State Trooper
Loretta Young Show
News dr Weather

700
7:45
7:55
800
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
'1:45
12:00
12:10
12:30
1:00
1:30
200
230
3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
5:00
5:30
5:40
5:50
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Tuesday
Jimmy Dean Show
Morning News
Today's Weather
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore •Show
Godfrey Time
Home & Market
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
Special Program
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cowboy Corral
Superman
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
Bunny Funnies
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Name That Tune
Phil Silvers
Private Secretary
To Tell The Truth
Red Skelton Show
$64,000 Question
Spike Jones Show
Star Showcase
Ford Show
People Are Tunny
News & Weather

Wednesday
get muchavore
On a straight corn ration, you can't expect to
simpluloes
alone
Corn
grain.
of
than 1 Vs hogs out of a ton
needed
minerals
and
vitamins
protein,
not have the balanced
with
supplement
you
when
for fast, economical gains. But
three
get
easily
con
you
Southern States 40% Porlanaker,
two months
hogs per ton of grain ... and you save about

7:0g
7:45
8:00
9:00
9:30
9:45
10:30
11:00
11:15
growing time!
11:30
11:45
Here's how the two feeding programs compare:
12:00
12:10
Balanced Porkmaket
12:30
Straight Groin Ration
and Cant Mafiosi
To Rain a
1:00
11-bustselt cons plus
1:30
24.bushols
200.1b. Hog
1:45
100-lbs. Portmakor
corn
2:00
230
greater
300
Try 40%Porkrnaker with your corn for faster gains and
3:15
hog profits!
3:30
4:00
Feed with grain for growing and fattening /togs
4:15
40% PORKMAKER
3:30
6:00
For pregnant sows and young pigs up to 75-lbs.
6:05
35% SOW & PIG SUPPLEMENT
6:15
6:30
$4.25 7:00
40% Pork Booster
8:00
$4.95 8:30
Pig Starter Pellets
9:00
10:00
SOUTHERN STATES
10:30

Cwt.

$4.65

Cwt.

$4.75

FULTON COOPERATIVE

South Fulton

201 Central Ave

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY

Jimmy Dean Show
Morning News
Captain Kangaroo
Garry Moore Show
Morning Meditatioo
Godfrey Tune
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love Of Lite
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
Walter Cronkite News
Stand Up Be Counted
As The World Turns
Our Miss Brooks
This Is Your Music
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby Show
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge Of Night
Cartoon Capers
Cowboy Corral
Cisco Kid
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Giant Step
Godfrey Show
The Millionaire
I've Got A Secret
U. S. Steel Hour
Mr. District Attorney
Treasure Hunt
11:00 This Is Your Music
11:30 News & Weather
Give To The Needy

LEIT1ERS TO
THE EDITOR
Till NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such
Items must be signed but
game will be ommitted from
publication If requested.
Mr. Paul Westpheling, Editor
The Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky

Mothers March
399.60
Sponsored by PTA
123.55
Canisters .
Blue Crutch Sale,
175.55
American Legion
214.88
Cayce Community
Fulton City Schools
66.30
Carr Institute
.
49.90
Terry Norman
Fulton High School
30.73
Milton School
30.75
Basket Ball Game
161.50
Peanuts For Polio,
117.91
Cub Scouts
7.50
Personal Donations ..
Totals Receipts . $3,801.30

Dear Paul:
_
I tun forwarding tit you the
final compilation of the receipts
of the 1957 Polio Campaign in
rulton. It is gratifying to us
who worked with this campaign to see that in spite of
the publicity attached - to the
effectiveness of the Salk vaccine that Fulton and the stirrounding area oversubscribed
our original quota. This is not
to say that additional funds are
not badly needed. More funds
are needed now and will continue to be needed for many
years.
We want to sincerely thank
you, your wife, Jo, and the
entire staff of both The Fulton
County News and Radio Station WI.% for the immeasurable help you gave in the way
of publicity as well as the free
time given on WFUL for the
annual Polio Auction. Without
this unselfish contribution to
our campaign it would have
been impossible to have hoped
for such success.
As you will note from the
breakdown of funds received,
we owe a debt of gratitude to
everyone in our community
who has helped in any way
with the campaign.
We would appreciate very
much your printing this chart
of funds received in the FulNews so that
County
ton
everyone interested can get
this inofrmation.
Sincerely yours,
J. D. Hales,
City Chairman

The Fulton High School MaOn April 5, the Fulton High
Seniors will take part in the jorettes were given a "Superior" rating at the Murray
anntial Senior Day held at
28th.
Festival March
Music
Murray State College Among
This ts the highest rating
the scheduled activities will be given, and was the only one
a tour of the campus, an as- accorded in the Senior divissembly, and career conferences. ion.

Funds

$3,814.30
$

55.50
63.90

$1604.90

From the FHS "Renner'-

To The Patronitlf The

-

STARLITE DRIVE-1N

JUS'
THE

It is with pleasure-we are in position to announce to
you - our friends - our customers - that all
through the 1957 season - we will be bringing to
you - at the Starlite Many Many of the top motion

Can be
baby del
Gifts
ne
Gifts V

picture attractions.

KENNEL TO SPONSOR
"SENIOR DAY"
April 17. has been set aside
Pry The Ke-,nel as "Senior
Day" at Fulton High School.
This will be a dov when the
Seniors will be treated with
the special
honor
and
all
courtesy they seem to think ii
due them.
On this day signs of regrect I
will be furnished by The Kennel for the Seniors.
Listed below are four pointers to aid other students in
giving proper esteem to this
group of exaulted students.
1. Address all Seniors as Mr.
or Miss
2. Allow the Seniors to leave
class rooms first.
3. Offer to carry books for
Seniors.
4. Give the Seniors preference
at the water fountain.
An assembly will be held on
"Senior Day." The program will
appropriately be given over to
honoring the Seniors.

WES

FIRST RUN

ST(

IN THE UNION CITY AREA!
For your information here are some of the big ones
that will be coming your way this month!

THE RAINMAKER
TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON
HOT SUMMERNIGHT
HEAVEN KNOWS MR. ALLISON
LIZZIE
THE WINGS OF EAGLES
BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET
THE IRON PETTICOAT

DON'T MISS THEM .. .

Maas
•Isiss is Rai
bm

drive-in theatres in the state.
You are invited to come often and enjoy wholesome entertainment as a family.

Weeff
•°Wefts

Th• Management

STARLITE DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Lovely

nylons :n new spring
money saving low
prices! Slight imperfections of
regular $1.39 hose.

shades at

SItill 81,4-11

SALE 1
Cotton Broadcloth

LADIES SLIPS

ONLY

97c

SLACKS
• Choice Linens, Cotton
cords, some part wools.

• While they last

'10.
No Alterations,

•

While they last .. heavy
weight in every imaginable color. Slight imperfections of regular $1.98
values!
39-inches Wide .

Men's Dan River Gingham

WORK SHIRTS

Reg. $2.98 SPORT SHIRTS -

Neatly tailored; sanforized; 2 buttons through pockets. Made for long, hard

A beautiful selection to choose from.
Short sleeves; sizes S-M-L Special
for this salet

wear.

ONLY 98c

TWO for

Full 54 inches; scorch
Fine, smooth weave; none proof alumnized silicone.
better at our low, low price Regular $1.98 value; while
they last . . .
of

ONLY

$1.00

$4.98

Lake Str
Everybody loves 'em

Boys' Short Sleeve

COVER & PAD SET Scampees Loafer Shoes

BROWN DOMESTIC

FIVE YARDS $1.00

Please'

Mens Blue Chambray

Ironing Board

SPORT SHIRTS

For indoors or outdoors. Stand-up collar - Sanforcompletely washable, soft ized - Sizes 6 to 16 and pliable. Reg. $1.49 Large selection of patterns
value.
and colors:
Sale! Only 88c
ONLY 98c

WES-TENN.DEPT.STORE
- INCORPORATED -

LAKE STREET

This offi

3 PAIRS

I.

$1.00

OBION-'

• Sizes 28-48

Sizes 28-46

22x46 Towels

MR FAP

Men's

TWO PAIRS

Once-in-a-lifetime buy 1

Nothing
Down

SHEETS .. $1.98

SLACKS
Just the thing to spice
your spring wardrobe!
Patterns and solid colors;
short sleeves, sizes 32 to
38.

•IASY
3 Y•ors
Prig As 219

77c pr

(Slightly imperfecta)
Perk up your linen closet
during our big Spring sale!
Terrific values in all white
goods; stock up now! Savings thruout the entire
store.

Slight irregulars of
$8.95 & $9.96 Values

Ladies

•Weds,'lls
kensesbw•Olndlosek I
AMMO
•I. Sevin
UMW he.
•Camilsta, On
WO/ WM

811,99 type 128

Men's
Wash-N-Wear
Spring Weight

BLOUSES

OBI

Ases0 Ian
•Yin law

Ion

SEAMLESS HOSE

throughout our store. Shop
NOW and save for Spring Eyelet trim top and bottom
and Easter! See our big 4- with shadow panel.
page circular for more information .
or just come
ONLY $1.19
in the store and browse around!

•
as insts

Eve• well it

entertainment.
We are looking forward to 'serving you many
happy hours of motion pictures in one of the finest

Ladies 474 needle

Hundreds of Bargains

Fss1 a well s
wort a ose

lsont .
=
rnif
se=

And there will be more all through the season. And
remember friends - motion pictures are your best

1957 POLIO CAMPAIGN
Polio Auction
on WFUL
$2,433.13 Listen to V/FUL for latest news!

Here are but a few of the

Mrs. Edna
Chester Wac
spending the
phis, visiting
and family.
_

ANNOUNCING

13.00

Total
Expenses
Peanuts
Supplies
Total available

SUPERIOR!

SENIOR DAY

On Hand Before
Drive

From the FRS "Keener-

From the FHS -Kennel"-

FULTON, KY
.
1 •••
•

6
YEA1
01.1

90 PRC

hool Mai "SuperMurray
ch
28th.
it rating
only one
tor divis-

Mrs. Edna Alexander, Mrs.
Chester Wade and Andy are
spending the weekend in Memphis, visiting Mrs. Ethel Oliver
and family.

IN

ssee to
at all
ing to
notion

(AST SELECTED FOR
1957 SENIOR PLAY

Freshmen members of the Kennel Staff inspect the
clock that will be theirs in 2 years. (I to r) Roland Carter,
Jean Burnette, Martha Herring, Wayne Anderson.

Can be found in our
baby department. Baby
Gifts and everyday
necessities.
Gifts Wrapped Free

WES TENN DEPT.
STORE. Inc.
Fulton

g ones

Save Space,Install•

Put • weal se wait
arra
warsolla m

i. And
ir best
many

finest
whole-

5E
spring

g low
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bum la
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la hapaall. ate
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•iskas Ss Ran Ipso
—1st hat •
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Meals
•Ss Sway 'lbw
IOW haw
•Wahl% AMP.
War WINS
•UST NIA MIS
3 Yeses tis Pay
Pert As U1110 As
. Nothing
Down

Several members of the senior play cast — Back row
(1 to r) Joe Dallas, Dale Breeden, Bobby Logon. Front
row (I to r) Wanda Sons, Patsy Davis, Becky Edwards,
Elwanda Lawson.

Eighth Grade Plans
Its Commencement

At a class meeting Tuesday,
plans were made for the eighth grade graduation. Mrs. Duley is in charge of the commencement this year.
The girls v. ill wear white
dresses, shoes, gloves, and a
red corsage. This will be the
first year that gloves have
been worn by the girls.
The boys will wear dark
suits.
There will be several musical numbers sad James A.
Fisher. Sr. will he the speaker
this year.
commencement
After
t he
program a banquet will be
held at the Rose Room at
Smith's.
If adequate accommodations
can be made, the future Freshmen may invite outside guests
Pullets tay fewer eggs and to the banquet.
eat more feed when fed oats
ra- Mrs. Moore Heads
Plume 185 as the only cereal in their
tion, say University of Illinois

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Walnut St.

From the VHS "Kenner—

CAYCE ANNOUNCES
HON% ROLL

The Cayce High School
honor roll for the 4th sixweeks has been announced as
follows
7th Grade: Phyllis Campbell,
Carol Jeffress. Sue Little. Donna Carol Mabry; 8th Grade.
Betty Fowler. Janet Fuller.
Betty McIntyre.
9th Grade: Philip Mayfield.
Bobby Shull. Marjorie Sons,
Kenny Lane Wade. Judy WolYates;
10th
Patsy
twrton,
Grade: Joe Dillon; llth Gras:
Elaine Bellew, Donald Brown,
Joyce Hardison. Jimmy WilWanda
Grade:
12th
liams:
Burns. - Janice Downey, Pat
Jones, Barbara Turner, Dan
Weathcrspoon, Manic Sutton

In the tryouts held Monday,
March 18, the cast for the senior play "Maudie and the Opposite Sex" was selected by
members of the Fulton High
faculty.
The characters and
those
playing each part are as follows:
Mrs. Mason, Mother -- Wanda Sons.
Mr. Mason, Dad — Dale
Breeden.
Maudie, their younger daughter — Becky Edwards.
Sylvia, their older daughter
— Patsy Davis.
Lynn, a friend of Sylvia's—
El Wanda Lawson_
Davy, Ma ud ie's steady —
Bobby Logan.
Mr. Endicott, a young writer
— Joe Dallas.
Marge, a girl of Maudie's age
— Nancy Wood.
Bev, a second girl of Maudie's Age — Norma Owen.
Sandy, a third girl of Maudie's age — Mary Charles Herring.
Terry, a younger teen-ager—
Patsy Fleming.
Pat, another younger teenager — Judy Browning.
First Lifeguard — Don Hogan.
Second Lifeguard — David
•
Holland.
This exuberant comedy centers around a girl named
Maudie, whose parents have
suddenly decided to cool off
her romance with Davy. This
romance has lasted since a
childhood snowball fight right
up to the last senior dance at
high school. And NOW, Mother
suddenly
have
Father
and
started to worry-now, with the

last summer about to start The Fulton News Thursday April 4, 1957 Page 3
(for Davy's off to college in
the fall!). As a first step, FatWhen pieces of a garment
her has taken a cottage for the Practice For Track And
are not cut on the grain, the
summer, located a good five
fit, appearance and hang of
hundred miles from Davy. "We Field Events Begins
the finished garment is affectdan't want you to mistake a
Since we have completed a
pissing enthusiasm for somesuccessful season in both foot
thing more lasting," soothes
basketball, the stuMother, adding something a- ball and
body now looks forward
dent
bout the value of seeing new
to the track and field events
faces.
However, Maudie
is
coming up, with a great deal
struck by a horrible thought:
of enthusiasm.
Perhaps Davy will notice a
Returning lettermen are Joe
few new faces, tool Some
Dallas, Donald Hogan, and Ken
nerve-wracking rumors reach
Winston, • Seniors; Joe Barnes,
her, and in desperation Maudlit
and Harold Frazier, Juniors;
decides she must DO SOME- and Roger Pigue, a sophomore.
THING! This delightful play
Expected to be of help to
combines some uproarious comthese lettermen in bringing
plications with the natural con- further recongnition to Fulton
cern of a girl's parents, and a High are the following: David
fine and genuine affection be- Holland, Joe Johnson, Merrell
tween two young people.
Davis, Charley Forrest, and
Mrs. Murrow will direct the Jerry House. There may be
play and she will be assisted others who will later decide to
by Jean Cole Bynum. George, loin the team.
Burnette, Don Hogan, Harry' The goal of the team this
Lacewell, and Truman Satter- year is to have a qualified
field comprise the stage crew. team at all track and field
The play will be presented meets in this general area and
April 26 at 8:03 p. m. in the to win at least one first place
Exchange Furniture Co.
Carr Auditorium.
in the State Track Meet at
Lexington this spring. How aPhone 35
Church St.
bout it, Bulldogs?
From the FHS "Kennel"—
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE '57-58'
Marion, K y.
6
September
There
September 13 Sharon, Tenn.
Here
September 20 Martin, Term.
Here
September 27 Ridgley, Tenn,
There
October 4 Murray, Ky. There
Dresden, Tenn.
October
11
Here
Gleason, Tenn.
18
October
Here
October IS Alamo, Tenn. There
Fulton
South
November
1
Here

ORPHEUM,

At a meeting last Thursday
afternoon in the Science Hall,
Mrs. George Moore was elected
President of the West Fulton
PTA for the coming year.
Other officers include Mrs.
Win Whitnel, first vice-president; Mrs. James Warren, second vice-president; Mrs. W. C.
Mrs.
Woods, secretary: and
John Covington, treasurer.

The advantages of a Federal Rank loan:
Low Interest rate
ions term — IS to 33 years
Privilege of repayment at any time
These loans are made to:
Buy land
Buy machinery
Buy livestock
Build or repair buildings or fences
OBION-WEAKLEY National Farm Loan Association
105 Washington Avenue. Telephone 453
Union City. Tennessee
This office serves only Mon and Weakley counties.

BROUGHT BACK BY
POPULAR DEMAND
JAMES
DEAN

At a meeting last Thursday
afternoon. Mrs. Charles Noles
was elected President of the
Terry-Norman PTA for the
coming year.
Other officers include Mrs.
J. D. Hales, Vice President;
Mrs. Felix Gossum, Jr., secretary; Mrs. Jerry Jones, treasurer.

SALISAN

from.
pee tal

AT

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Lake Street

Fulton

Phones 70, 428
.
S

FORE!
golf
Village
Greens
7ie
course, Kentucky Dam Village,
is one of the State's newest
most beautiful courses.
and
The nine-hole course is long.
tricky and interesting as it
pine studded
wanders over
hills overlooking Kentucky
Lake.
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...and
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Pawn

Nobody's going to blame you it you get
stew about cooking on stewing hoc
days. But there's a happy solution. Get a
cool-cooking electric range—the range that
cooks the food—not the cook.
in •

Causir

With automatic control you can set it. th..rt
go away and forget it. Yes, you can play
hooky from the kitchen, yet serve better
meals than ever when you cook electrically.
An electric range is cool—and keeps cool.
Heat as clean as electric light helps latp
that clean, cool look for years and years.
Buy an electric range now!
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Mrs. Noles Heads
Terry-Norman PTA

Relief From Pain Due To All
Rheumatic Affections, or Your
Money Back. Ask For
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Live Better
Electrically

with

FULL

HOUSEPOWER

Full HOUSEPOWER provides for more con.'
venient, economical use of appliances you flow
own—and those you will add in the future.
Wiring that provides Full HOUSEPOWER is an investment in better
living. Call our office or ask your
electrician about the Certified
HOUSEPOWER plan.

NM

Color Cartoon — TOPSY TURKEY

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPAN"

- mai

Miss Wanda Jean Burns Becomes Bride Of
Mr. Howard Allen Norton On March Tenth
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Diary Of uoln s
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady' every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
Signs of SPRING are dotted
EVERYWHERE: new warmth,
Yes, it's
color, reawakening.
spring when the tree tops are
a blur of green. Friends are
visiting — and there's suddenly more time--lo stop and talk,
and everyone's talking about
their flowers, their yards, their
trees — and their CLOTHES!
And everyone was surely
thinking of CLOTHES last Friday gght when the Order of
stern Star of Fulton pre-the
their Annual Fashion
sent.
Elementaiy
Carr
at
Show
School. And Your Diarist was
happy to serve in the capacity
as narrator for this lovely
learned
we
because
event,
much about fashion and the
new AMERICAN look that is
prevalent in the new spring
and summer fashions.
Twas a joy to see our matrons, our teenagers and our
LITTLEST ones model so--many
outstanding clothes from our
Fulton merchants and we are
happy so many Fair Ladies —
and gentlemen had a "sneak
preview" of the forthcoming
Easter Parade.
But — the life of Your
Diarist and your commentator
for the "My Fair Lady" radio
reaches
sometimes
program
we
proportions" as
"hectic
wanted to be in TWO places
Friday night! For a couple of
weeks we had planned to atTalent
Beelerton
the
tend
Show scheduled for that night,
too! And we were so fortunate
that we were able to arrive
at the Beelerton show at intermission. And — I don't believe
I have ever enjoyed a program

difs dross at
home but will
it feel the same?

Keep Summer
Cottons fresh and
new looking the
SAFE SANITONE
COTTON CLINIC WAY
So very lovely to look at...
today's summer cottons need
more, much more than horn.
laundering to retain their
loveliness. Our Sanitona
Cotton Clink with the added
magic of Style-Set®, Finish
restores their flower-fresh
charm, time after time. Try
it and see ... call on us for
service today.

O K LAUNDRY
di CLEANERS
Phone 130

quite as much. The Beelerton
School building was filled to
MY! The
capacity — and
WHOLE place simply OVERFLOWED with TALENT!
The whole show was a tremendous success when such
talent appeared on the program
as Robert and GladyE, cur own
"Kentucky Pals' from WFUL,
The Kentuckians, a quartette
from Paducah, the Bond Trio
(who belong to us, too), the
Harrnonettes, a group of lovely little • girls who sing like
angels — and may I add that
the "littlest" one of this group
with the long blonde curls,
simply CAPTURED my heart!
The Temple Trio, The Gospel
Four, The Newhope Trio and
the Beelerton Boys Quartette
were all outstanding. But the
one who simply "brought the
house doetn" was little Freddie
Fulcher, who played a guitar
— MUCH larger than HE was
— and who sang Rock 'N Roll,
in the Elvis Presley style, So
himself,
ELVIS,
well
that
taken a
would surely have
BACK seat!
I'm sure you will agree with
me when I tell you that Friday night "buzzed" with activity for Your Diarist — from
7:30 p. m. until the stroke of
11:00. And we enjoyed EVERY
minute of it — thanks to the
Eastern Star and our Beelerton friends.

Miss Nancy Lou Stovall

Nancy Lou Stot'all And Billy Mott Jones
To Be Married In Early Summer Ceremony
Today, Mr and Mrs. E. W
Stovall of Pocahontas, Arkansas. formerly of Fulton, announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Nancy Lou, to Mr.
Billy Mott Jones, son of Mr.
and Mrs. B. B. Jones of 710
College.
Miss Stovall attended David
Nashville,
College,
Lipscomb
Tennessee, and is now a student at Harding Colleg e,
Scearcy, Arkansas, where she

is a member of the Regina
Social Club and A Capella
Chorus. She was elected as a
maid to the 1957 Petit Jean
Queen.
Mr. Jones served four years
in the United State.; Navy and
is now attending -larding College. Mr. Jones' social club is
Koinonia.
The wedding will be solemnized on June 14, eight o'clock
in the evening in the Pocahontas Church of Christ.

On Sunday afternoon, March
10, in the presence of a few
intimate friends, Miss Wanda
Jean Burns, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest S. Burns of
Cayce, became the bride of
Howard Allen Norton, son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Harold
A. Norton of Union City.
ceremony
double-ring
The
was performed at the home of
the Rev. Mr. Holt of Union
City with the Rev. Mr. Evans
were
vows
officiating. The
pledged before an improvised
altar, which was banked with
white gladiola, and flanked by
white tapers.
The bride wore a waltzlength model of white taffeta
and nylon net, featuring a porbracelet
and
neckline
trait
length sleeves. Her close fitting
hat and short veil were of
white as were her other accessonieg. Her corsage was of
blush-pink carnations tied in
From the FAS "Kennel"—

Mr. Martin Presents
Clock To Kennel,

white.
Miss Clara Mcbdurry, school
friend of the bride, served as
maid of., honor and Bobby
Cheathani of Union City was
Mr. Norton's best man.
Others attending were Larry
Henderson, Brenda Harris and
Billy Curtsinger of Cayce, Melba Bone of Detroit, Pat Wilson
of Sharon -and Lemond Baker
of Union City.
Following the ceremony the
couple left on a short wedding
trip, after which they will reside in the Woodlond Community, where the groom has
farming interests.
Miss Burns is a senior at
Cayce High School and plans
to graduate with her class in
May. Mr. Norton, a graduate
of Woodland Mills High School
is associated in farming with
his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert A. Norton of the
Woodland Community.

Mayfield Music Group
Opens Member Drive

WORK ON F. H. A.
DEGREES BEGINS

TAXI
YOU

Several girls who are members of the F. H. A. are now
working on F. H. A. projects
to obtain their Junior, Chapter, or State degree in F. H. A.
Some of the girls are doing
projects to better the school,
such as, cleaning the statues
in the hall and library, helping
to keep the library in order,
end washing the windows and
the curtains in the home economics department.
Also projects in the home
are being carried out. Some of
family
planning
are
these
better
along
meals, getting
with the family, and helping in
the care of the home
The State degree is the
highest degree_ in F. H. A., and
Fulton High School has one
student who is eligible to obtain this degree. To obtain a
State degree both the Junior
must
degrees
Chapter
and
have b..z.ri previously earned.
Linda Arrington, a Junior, who
has earned both of these degrees is now working to get a
State degree. She is doing four
home projects, helping in Girl
Scout work, and she has helped to organize other F. H. A.
clubs in this area.
An F. H. A. degree is something invaluable when earned. All F. H. A. projects are
carried out by the members for
the purpose of bettering themhome.
their
selves t hrough
community, and school

Are yt
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do not
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The Civic Music Association
Have you noticed the new of Mayfield. Kentucky. will
'lock :n the Kennel office' conduct its first annual MemWell, if you haven't you should bership Camgaign the week of
go take a look the first chance April 1st. from headquarters
located in the lobby of the
you get.
Mayfield, accordIt was a gift to the Kennel Hall Hotel in
announcement of
the
from Mr. Martin, who receiv- ing to
Steve Combs
ed it - from the Around -the- President
dues are $7 50 for
Annual
a
is
It
Club.
World Shoppers
Black Forest clock and no one adults and $3.00 for students.
Shirley knows when the first one was After Saturday, April 6, the
bride-elect
honoring
the membership privilege is closed
probably
to invented, but
marriage
Homra, whose
and no more niembers are acWaldau
at
Kreuz
brother's
Charles A. Homra of Ridgely
made the first one about 1640. cepted for another year No tic:
will be solomnized on April The clock is simplicity in itself kets are sold for single con21. Hostesses for the delightful and looks like a miniature certs
affair were Mrs. David Homra, cuckoo clock, without the cucArtists to oe presentee* next
Mrs. Ray Hunter, Mrs. Al koo. When the Kennel receiv- season will be selected and
Arnaline ed
and
Miss
Owens
after
immediately
the clock it was unassembl- announced
Homra.
ed, so Al Bushart, Ken Wins- the close of the Membership
The dinner guests included ton, and Afton Jackson volun- Campaign on Saturday. April
Miss Homra, Mrs. Foad Homra, teered to put it together. You 6, when the amount of funds
her mother, Mrs. Kimlin Homra couldn't tell it was put togeth- available for this purpose is
of Ridgely, Tennessee, mother t r by amateurs, however, since definitely known. All snoney is
of the groom-elect, Mrs. Fred they really did a very profess- expended in securing artists to
Gibson, Mrs. Paul G. Boyd. ional job.
appear on next season's senes.
Mrs. Jean Smith, Mrs. Fred
Many thanks go to Mr. Mar- At least three concerts will be
Homra, 'Mrs. J. H. Patterson, tin for this nice addition to the presented and as many more
Jr., Mrs- Bill Homra, Mrs. Kennel office.
as the budget allows.
Jerry Hawks. Mrs. Willie Homra, Mrs. Gene Intindola, Miss
REGISTER CANDIDATE
Lola Hamra. Mrs. Joe Conroy
LADIES N1TE CHANGED
Rubye Cloar Oliver.
Mrs
Mrs. Stanley
Louisville,
of
The Fulton Rotary Club has. Obion County Register for the
Jones, Mrs. Carl Puckett, Jr.,
Mrs. Walter A. Voelpel, Miss set the date of its annual past seven years, announced
Barbara Ann Boyd, and Miss Ladies night banquet for the her candidacy this week for a
third term of office.
week of April 15th.
Ann Day* Latta.

School was "tapped" for the
National Honor Society. She
was one of ten seniors in her
class who was elected to this
society. Fall has been a very
outstanding student and among
other honors that have come
her way, she is also President
of Tri-Hi-Y which is a combination of the Girls' Y Teens
and the boys'. Hi-Y. Fall will
attend Auburn University.
With thoughts of spring in
The Binfords have ANOTHER
our minds — we are simply
SPELLBOUND over the WON- "little gal" JANE, who will
DERFUL trip the Joe Davises graduate from Junior High in
have just made. Mr. and Mrs. Birmingham this year and will
Valley
attend
Shades
where also
Davis went to Dallas
Me
they were joined by their son, High School next year.
Dr. Joe and his lovely wife, thinks Susye and Bob will be
he
Marilyn. And on to Laredo, the BUSIEST parents in
Texas they went where they whole southern city this year
took a flight to Acapulco, that — what with TWO girls — in
BEAUTIFUL spot on the coast graduating classes!
of the Pacific. Then back to
Mexico City went the Davis
Judy Browning was honored
families where they spent a- recently when a group of her
bout eight or ten days. They friends gave her a surprise
also -went to Taxco — and if birthday dinner. The party was
memory serves me — that is given in the Rebel Room at
where one of our Fulton "girls", the Derby Cafe. All of "the
the former Elizabeth Cavender crowd' had a fine time and
lives with her nice family. And Judy received many nice gifts.
we feel certain that the Devises
Those attending were: Judy
saw Elizabeth. We became so the honoree, Sue Moore, Mary
interested in the Davises!- trip Ann
Ann
Bennett, Barbara
— that we "dusted off" the Boyd, Norma Owen. Marion
Hammond's World Atlas — and Blackstone,
McDaniel,
Susan
took the trip RIGHT along Ella Doyle, Ann Fall, Sandra
with them! It surely was an en- Bowen, Patsy Grooms, Marjoyable one for the family as garet
Daine
Newton.
Ann
it served twofold purpose
Wright and Gloria Hinton.
the families to be together
AND to vacation in EVER SO
Mrs. Bill Cashon, the former
interesting MEXICO.
Mary Jo Bowers, was honored
with a tniscellaneous shower
Mayme Bennett has returned Wednesday
afternoon at the
from a visit with her sister, home of Mrs. C. 0. Meacham
Mac
at
McGee
Helen and Mr.
Mrs. Cecil Wade was co-hostheir lovely home in Vicksburg,
tess.
Miss. It was such a grand time
The honoree received many
of the year to visit in the hisuseful gifts. Mrs
toric city while the many beau- beautiful and
and Mrs. Waitetiful gardens and homes were Gene Brown
winners of the
open to the public for the An- Henderson were
refreshment,
Delicious
contest.
naul Vicksburg Pilgrimage
were served by the hostess late
We know that "Miss Addie" in the afternoon.
(Mrs. Joe) Browder has been
The announcement was made
the happiest of mothers for the
Mr
past week because her daugh- Saturday, March 30. by
of
Dowdy
C.
Roscoe
Mrs.
and
ter, Mary Browder Butler and
City, of
husband, C. W. of Almagordo, Sterling court, Union
New Mexico have been her the engagement of their daughto
guests. Mrs. C. W. Butler, Sr. ter, Miss Patsy Ann Dowdy,
of
and her mother, Mrs. Mabel Harold Dean Arnold, son
Kyper of Muscogee, Oklahoma Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Arnold
were also visitors in the Brow- of South Fulton.
The wedding will take place
der home on Third Street. All
chaguests returned to their homes Sunday, June 2nd, in the
pel of the First Methodist
Saturday.
Church in. Union City.
Miss Dowdy, is a member of
Meador Lee Maddox was also
senior class at Union City
the
when
the "happiest mother",
her son, J. Mac Scates, his High school.
The bridegroom -elect is a
lovely wife, Sara and two litHigh
tle girls were "home" for the senior at South Fulton
weekend. J. Mac and his fami- school.
No formal invitations are bely live in Glen Ellyn, Illinois.
sent, but relatives and friing
his
of
also
guests
were
They
insister, Jane Edwards and fami- ends of the families are
vited to attend the wedding
ly in Country Club Courts.
and reception which will follow in the church dining room.
Dudley Morris has returned
from an ever so interesting
Mrs. Tommy Reams, a recent
trio to New York.
bride was honored on March
soNancy Breeden Sublette and 25, with a delightful party
of given in the Tom Counce home
daughter, Phyllis,
little
Louisville are the guests of on Walnut Grove Road
Mrs.
her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Burnett Jones and Mrs.
Ralph Breeden and the War- Louis Jones were co-hostess,
ren Sublettes. Het husband will with Mrs. Counce.
join them this weekend for a
The guest list included near
visit before returning to their neighbors and friends.
home Sunday.
The honoree received many
beautiful and useful gifts Mrs
William Smith and Mrs. Gern.'
How glad I was to hear a- Bard were each winners of the
bout a little friend of mine clever bridal contests and prewho lives in Birmingham who sented their priihs to the gaat
had a nice honor bestowed up- of honor.
on he* recently. She is Fall
The lovely K. Homra home
Binford, daughter of Susye and
Bob Binford who STILL call on Norman Street was the
FULTON home. Fall, who is scene of a dinner party Wed27,
evening, March
a senior in Shades Valley High nesday

From the MS "Kenner—

Fulton Band Performs
At Murray Festival
Members of the Fulton High
School Band participated in
the Regional Music Festival at
on
College
State
Murray
March 29
Elaine Butler played "Roesamunde" on the flute. Bill
Wade played "In an Eighteenth
Century Drawing Room" on
the clarinet. James Clark chose
to play "Morning Glory" and
John Cunningham played "The
Premier-Polka," both on the
trumpet. Norman Harwood
played "Blue Bells of Scotland" on the trombone. Elaine
Beggs chose to play "Drum nastics" on the snare drum.
Edward Butler played "Magnolia" on the baritone.
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$299.50 INSTALLED
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Are you interested
saving tax dollars? Most people
do net realize that money saved tin income tax is worth
more than the same amount
earned. If an employee can cut
$100 off his tax, its the same
as earning $125 more in wages.
This is the fifth in a series
of articles containing questions
and answers relating to income
taxes, prepared by the Lpuisvale Chapter of the National
Association of Cost kccouiitants. To help taxpayers make
more
accurate
returns
the
Louisville Chapter of N. A. C.
A. suggests that taxpayers devote more time to careful reading and understanding of each
line on the form to avoid making costly mistakes.
Q. What are personal exemp1111M16.

FOR THE

BEST
IN GOOD

USED
FURNITURE
SEE

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35

tions?
A. Personal exemptions are
allowable deductions in computing your taxable income.
They should not be confused
other deductions. You
with
may claim a.. deduction for
your exemptions even though
you elect to take the Standard
Deduction.
many exemptions
Q. How
may be Claimed?
A. You are entitled to one
$600 exemption for yourself
and $800 for each
.one of your
dependents. Your wife is also
entitled to a $800 exemption.
Each taxpayer who reaches the
age 65 before the end of the
taxable year receives an adof $600.
ditional exemption
There is also an extra $600
exemption for the blind, but
not be
may
this exemption
taken for dependents. Example
1: John Smith is 68. His wife
66 is blind. On a. joint return,
John will be entitled to take
5 exemptions or $3,000. Example 2: John Smith is 68. His
wife is 68 and blind. They are
supporting a blind son, who
has no income. On a join: return. John will be entitled to
6 exemptions, or $3,600.
Q. Is a school teachei's exattending summer
pense of
school deductible!
A. That depends. When a
teacher is required to attend
or
evening
summer
school
classes in order to renew or
retain her teaching certificate
and to continue in her teaching
position the costs of such attendance was a :equirement
for holding your present position.
Q In 1956 I received a divident on my G I insurance.
Should T include that on my
Income'
A. No Dividents on veterans
Insurance are exempt.
Q. Are union dues deducti-

ATTENTION FARMERS!

Murray State College has
sent invitations to 200 schools
to attend the sixth annual
Career Opportunity day which
will be held there Fridaf. April
5, announces Mr. M. 0. Wrather, public relations director.
Approximately 2,000 students
from four states, Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee,- and Missouri,
are expected to attend the
day's program.
training
and
Opportunities
needed in 18 different fields
will be discussed by speakers
drawn from the faculty of the
college.
As the program is set up, the
seniors will attend the speech
on the field - of their first
p. m., on their
choice at
second choice at 2 p. m.
The day begins with registration at 9:30 a. m. Between
10 a. m. and 10:30 the high
school seniors tour the campus.
At 10:30 a. m. until noon there
is an essembly in which entertainment is presented.
Lunch will be served the
high school seniors in the new
gym at noon. This will be followed by exhibitions and entertainment.

4-H Members Named
For Top Honor Trip
Winners of expense-paid
trips to the National 4-H Club
Conference 'in Washington, D.
C. — top honors for 4-H club
members — are announced by
the 4-H club department at
the University of Kentucky.
The young people who will
attend the meeting June 15 to
21 are. Miss Betty Foley, Bath
county: Miss Helen Stinnett,
Hopkins: Nelson McCall, Clark,
Smith, Warren
Harold
and
their
county. Leadership in
clubs and communities, as well
as project achievements, was
an important factor in their
selection. said Boyd Wheeler,
acting chairman of 4-H club
work in the state

Do you plan to triad* tractors, buy other farm
equipment, buy dairy cows, repair or construct new
buildings, or make other farm investments? If so,
and you don't have the ready cash, why not visit
the "Production Credit Office" in Hickman and ask
John P. Wilson to explain our plans for financing
such investments. PCA will give you 3 to IS years to
repay a loan of this type and c.harge simple interest
only for the number of days the money is used.
The Production Credit Association will also loan
money for feed, seed, fertilizer, fuel, and other farm
needs including cars and household appliances. "You
can save cash by paying cash." Get the cash you
need through a PCA farmer planned loan and save
time and money. Credit life insurance is available
on all loans.
The "PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION"
Hickman, Ky.

206 Clinton Street

GUARANTEED TO OUT PERFORM
ALL OTHER SETS
Regardless of Distance !

1957
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FULL OUZO DRUM CONSOLE

New
LOW
Price

MINM•1•1111•10,

249"
EASY
TERMS

.95

KY.

111111111111Mile

Bureau
Young
tucky
Farm
People's departmcnt announces
1John W. Koon executive secHis
O
of tthe organization,
en
becomes effective
I Appril 15.
I Mr. Wilkins, a native of
been
Hickman
County, has
with the Extension Service in
Jess Wilkins, county agent of Edmonson County since JanuEdmonson County has been ary of this year. He moved
selected as director of the Ken- there from Union County

TAX RETURN MISTAKES MAY BE COSTING MURRAY COLLEGE , JESS WILKINS IS
YOU MONEY, SAY COST ACCOUNTANTS SENDS INVITATIONS NAMED DIRECTOR OF ri,etarrnt.
FB YOUTH PROGRAM
TO CAREER DAY

Friday. April 26
Date For Spring
r•Arnival At Murray
March 27 — The date for the
1957 Spring carnival at Murray State Colleve ha• been set
'or Friday night April 26, an"ounces Sum Traughber, student council president.
This year's carnival will feature the selection of a carnival
king and queen and a variety
show Each organization which
sponsors an event, booth, or
other activity, may submit a
king or queen to be voted on
by all who attend the carnival.
ble?
A. Yes.
Q. I had an auto accident
which resulted in $300 damage
to my car. May I deduct this'
A. Yes. Damage to your car
by collision or accident is deductible if due merely to negligent driving, but cannot be
deducted if due to your willful negligence. Drunken driving, for example, is a case of
willful negligence. Any amount
collected from insurance should
be deducted from the loss
claimed.
Q. I contributed $100 to a
politcal party for campaign expenses. May I deduct this contribution?
A. No. Contributions to political organizations are not deductible.

DUTCH MILL MOTEL
24.uot REsT tt RANT
Nies field, K
Goon FOOD SFR% ED
‘Itot NI) THE CLOCK
here The Tras eler
Stops Es ery Time' _
Owner
Geo. Brand

FULTON DRIVE-IN
MOVIES._
FULTON-MARTIN
HIFIAY, 45 E.
THUR. — FRI. APRIL 4-5
LISBON
Maureen O'Hara, Ray Williams
---- plus ---THREE BAD SISTERS
Marla English, John Bromfield

'Model 213431 Mahogany Color Console.
21' overall diagonal picture tube. 262 sq.
in. rectangular picture.

Zenith EXTRA

Features mean EXTRA Perfo.-mance and Enjoyment

ROPER TV SERVICE
306 Main St.

Fulton

Phon 307

SUN. MON. TUES., APR. 7-8-9
THE LAST WAGON
With Richard Widmark
—plus-BETWEEN HEAVEN
AND EARTH

American Farm Bureau.
where he was assistant county
agent.
How Christian
He will be in charge of
Science Heals
Farm Bureau's Young People's
OBEDIENCE TC
program and his duties will in- "HOW
clude the Safety program. He GOD BRINGS DIVINE
steps into the position vacated
GUIDANCE"
last fall when Warren Dulin WFUL (1279 KL., mulisay
was named to the staff of the

You
- Col Pat Your Trust I. Sap* Right Walt edlij

SUPER RIGHT-12 TO 16-LB. AVQ,
\\.

Fully Cooked Hams

59c 491:
Shank Portion

Whole or Butt Portion

lb.

COME SEE
YOU'LL SAVE AT A&P

lb.

Codfish Fillets
Stewing Chickens
Thick Sliced Bacon

FRESH
FROZEN

Chipped Beef
Pork Sausage

Hygrade
Smoked

4-0a.
Pkg.

Super
MOM

1-Lb.
Cello

(5

25'
35'
99C
2

1'9)

Fresh.Pan Ready
4 to 6-Lb. Avg.

LB.

LB.

,

Super Right
Rindless--Ranch Style

29$ Fish SticksFrt.d
39$ Leg0Lamb

LB.
PKG.
4,

Heat

Oven-Ready
Super.Right

Large
Ears

Sweet Corn .
Frail
California
U. S. Mo. 1
White

Asparagus
Potatoes
Oranges

Lb.

89$
89°

29c
250
39,

Large

u- 2.5` Broccoli "Herm.
50 1.29 Grapefruit
5 lb. 39$ Peat Moss

Juicy
Fiorld0

10-0s.

Pkgs.

'a Eat

FANCY FLORIDA YELLOW

Bunch

Florida
Marsh
Seedless
Premier
(90-Lb. Bale, 4.89)

Lb. Mesh
Bag

50-Lb. 41)
Bale .7IeU7

2 45c

SWEET
OR NAT.

46-0Z.
CANS

IONA PEAS OR

DOMESTIC

Tomatoes 2=25( Swiss Cheese
Corn
2 25$
65'
Sweet Pickles
35$
Ad, Golden
Whole Kernel

1•Ozi
Cana

SLICED OR
BY THE PIECE

Weidner
Whole

Salad Dressing
Beef Stew

Salt.

Jar▪

3

Can.
"c'i•

Biscuits

Our 8F7:Yetfle:uallty

Oalnty

2
3

STRAWBERRIES
DESSERT SHELLS
Camay Soap

1

BATH SIZE

2

BARS

29c

Spic & Span

I

CLEANER
18-0r.
PKG.

Lb.
Bag

24-Oz.
jars

451

Angel Food Ring
39c

39$ VALUE
55' Glazed Donuts
390
Layer Cake
150 Apple Pie
White Bread

Ea.

Pkg.
of 12

33* ,
49$
43'
2 Loaves 37$
Pkg. 19'
Pkg. of 6 21$

14::
Value

Jane Parker
Reg. 411.2 Vales
Jane
Parker

•

Al? Fresh Frozen
•••1111..

Joao Parise

Duz
SOAP POWDER
Lg. Pkg.
Giant Pkg.

% Gal.
Ctn.

Cheese

Jane Parker
Orange Delight

14-0a.
Can

Gin" Blaolcberry.
strawbenv )

690

REIL 55e

Hand Trowel
Fork Cultivator alb
Tfanlifkiliter
Perfect Strike
til-U1.
Chum
Can
Wmthatern
Mord Flavor,

1-Lb.
Ctn.

JANE PARKER

Pk. 10'

Garden Tools
Salmon
Jelly Eggs
Apple Sauce
Jelly

Lb.

35° Butter
U. Sharp Cheddar
Sweet Milk

BALLARD, PILLSBURY, PUFFIN, BORDEN

SATURDAY APRIL 6
THUNDER OVER ARIZONA
Wallace Ford, Christine Miller
plusMAN FISH
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Oxydol

Ivory Snow
33c

Lg.
Pkg.
Grant
Pkg.
PRICES

8-In.
Size

114 Lb.

Dreft
33c Lg. Pkg.
'
12c
78c Giant Pkg.
'5c

DETERGENT with BLEACH

33c
78c

/
2-In.
51
Size

1

DETERGENT

IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., APRIL
AMERICA'S FOREMOST POOR RETAILER

. SINCE 1: ,

Lg. Pkg.

27

c

Giant Pkg.

'3c
UM SIM

MACK•eaDiti

OassraNX

•C
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• MIDDLE ROAD
Mrs. Jeff Harriman •
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. COX
:isited Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison Tuesday night.
Mrs. George Black and Tellthe and Betty Ebert visited
Wednesday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Bolton and Charles Hubert.
Mrs. L. C. Davis visited
Thursday night with Mrs. Jeff

H,arrison.
Mr. and Mrs L. C. Davis,
Betty Ebert and Mr. and Mrs.
the
Harrison, enjoyed
Jeff
Beelerton
at
talent show
School Friday night. Everyone
who likes good singing and was
not present, really missed
something.
Joyce Button spent the
week-end with Emma Lou Cox.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Davis,
Mx. and Mrs. Hiram Davis and
funnily visited with relatives at

• NEW HOPE NEWS

Mrs. Bonnie Csmaahsgrs•

Mrs. thaser Walston •

MARIETTA BENNETT, NANCY(OUNCE TOP
GRADUATING CLASS AT SOUTH FULTON

Harris, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Harris of McConnell.
Save Money — Shop In Fulton

Mrs. Lorene Pressley returnAccurats
The weather is cool yet, with ed to her home Saturday after
The honor students of the Obion sub-district FHA.
occasional showers.
spending the winter months South Fulton 1957 graduating
Miss Counce has held a class
WORKMANSHIP
Mrs. Evalisse Yates was the with her daughters, Mrs. Otis class have been announced by office each year. She is a hisAt Low Cod
guest of Mrs. Neva Singleton Young and Mrs. Gilson Dean Principal C. D. Parr.
torian for her class, having
Thee
Wednesday.
and their families in St. Louis,
Bennett, 17, daughir-served in this capacity three Waleb4s, Clocks and
Marietta
Milton Steele of Calif. start- Mo.
Mrs. G. L. Ben- years. She was a delegate last ruses et All Mods Aweand
Mr.
of
ter
at Leow Oat
ed for his home Thursday after
Mrs. Leroy Latta visited her nett. is the valedictorian, and year to Volunteer Girls State. +Met, Sepaired
attending the bedside of his grand-parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Nancy Counce, 18, daughter of She was chosen in her junior
mother, Mrs. Winnie Steele W. Richardson, and her broth- Mr. and Mrs. Tom Counce, is year as "Best School Citizen."
ANDREWS
who has been seriously ill. She er, Mr. Jimmy Pittman, wife salutatorian.
This year she has served as
y Company
.
is slowly improving now. Ed- and children, of Lone Oak, Ky.,
Jewelr
yearbook
1957
Miss Bennett has attended editor of the
assiswin Rowland accompanied him, Saturday.
office
as
serving
is
She
enher
school at South Fulton
to visit his brother, Bernard
librarian, and as
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Latta and tire 12 years. She has held a tant, student
play
Rowland and Aunt, Mrs. J. B.
Sunday class office each year and has a member of the senior
enjoyed
son,
Denny,
Adams.
Mr. been an active FHA member, cast.
dinner with her I father,
In addition to her many
her junior,
Mrs. Lela Casey visited Mrs. Fred Owens near Water Val- having received
chapter, and state degrees. She school activities, Miss Counce
Rose Brann and Miss Emma ley, Ky.
AB types et Warsaw
an active worker in the WalCarr, Tuesday.
Mr. Elmer Walston and wife has been majorette for the is
t
church,
Methodis
Grove
nut
past
CritMr. and Mrs. Norman
visited his uncle, Mr. George South Fulton band for the
SAVE ! GET our
where she serves as pianist.
tenden and girls of Manley- Walston, Wingo, Ky Sunday four years.
are
students
honor
Other
yule, and Mr. and Mrs. Ro- afternoon.
Miss Bennett was a member
PACKAGE DEAL
Patsy Butts, daughter of Mr.
Bob of
bert Emerson and
Mrs. Ethelynr Cameron, of the Red Devtlettes basket- and Mrs. William
w,
Killebre
night
Tuesday
"Covering everything"
spent
Wingo,
Temple City, California visited ball squad for two years. This
wife of James Butts;
with Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emer- her uncle, Mr. Malcolm John- year she has been assistant and
Bettye Fa)Ie Peeples, daughter
199 East Walnut St.
son.
editor of the school yearbook,
sen last week.
of Mr end Mrs. Cleo Peeples;
Mr. and Mrs. Wes Mills and
of
Phone 405
member
a
present
is
at
of Mr. Fulton, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Maddon, and
daughter were guest in the
of the Nina Elliott. daughter
staff
on
producti
the
and
Doris
visited Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Elliott and
Clow House home Thursday Fulton, Ky.,
play.
Mrs. Leroy Latta Sunday after- senior
afternoon a while.
In addition to her school acMr. and Mrs. James Sanders noon.
tivities, Miss Bennett is an
Mrs. active worker in the Johnson
-Mrs. Willard Haynes,
and baby of Detroit visited his "
grandmother, Mrs. Addie Casey Robert Byrd, Mrs. Leroy Latta, Grove Baptist church, having
attended some One Act Plays, served as its treasurer for three
and family Saturday.
Mrs. Nell Hainline, who is at the Clinton School Friday years.
sick is not improving very fast. afternoon.
Miss Counce has also been
offers
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ashley active in many school affairs.
Verdell Glisson and Thomas
from
visited her parents. Mr. and She also has attended the
Turberville have returned
1. Funeral Services in all price ranges to fit all
California where they went a Mrs. F. P. Carver Sunday aft- South Fulton school for 12
short time ago looking for ernoon.
financial circumstances
years. She is an active FHA
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips member, having . received junwork.
2. Full Credit on Tenn. Burial Policies.
Wade Hart of Brandon, Miss. have been ill with the flue for ior, chapter and state degrees.
comthe
She has served het local chapt408 EDDINGS ST.
has returned to his home after two weeks. Others in
TELEPHONE 88
and er as president and she has
attending the funeral of his munity who are ill are Mr.
Mrs. also been vice-president of the
Mrs. Malcolm Johnson,
dad, Jess Hart.
for
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rick- Louis Kimbro. We wish
.
man spent Saturday with Mr. them a speedy recovery
Mrs. Beatrice Via returned to
and Mrs. James Ellegood and
home Saturday after a two
her
n.
Arlingto
near
of
D.
Tremon
visit with her children
months
Rowland
A.
L.
Mrs.
Mr. and
Indianapolis. Indiana.
of Lynn Grove, were guests in in
the W. L. Rowland home Sunday p. m.
The friends of Jess Hart
News From Our
were made sad last Friday
when he passed away at the
Roux In The
home of his sister Nora in Tipill
in
tonville, he has been
health for some time. Funeral
at Mt. Pleasant
was held
Church of Christ Sunday at 2
WilFort Sill, Okla (AH'IT4C)—
p. m. conducted by Alonzo
liams. Burial in the Pinson Second U. Victor Voegeli III,
Cemetery. He leaves his wife, whose wife. Jean and parents,
Wade live at 111 West St., Fulton,
Mrs. Effie Hart, a son
te, 2 Ky., recently was graduated
Mississip
,
Brandon
al
3 from the field artillery officers
grand-daughters, 1 brother,
who take mat-pride
sisters, and several neices and basic course at The Artillery
More and more
friends. and
Guided- Missile Center,
nerrifi*-ws and a host of
y to Fort Sill, Okla:7
in their baking are changing to self-rising flour
We extend our sympath
trained
course
12-week
The
family.
the
and corn meal. Why? Because baking powder
the
in
Voeglell
Lieutenant
duties of a field artillery batand salt are already included in self-rising flour
Midway Sunday
officer
tery
,
and corn meal in exact and constant proportions.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison
The lieutenant entered the
Telitha
Mrs. George Black and
1956.
r
Sun- Army in Decembe
This makes your mixing easier and faster
and Betty Ebert visited
He is a 1958 graduate of
Mr.
with
Ky.,
Hardin,
day at
College.
. .. and your baking results uniformly better.
and Murray State
and Mrs. Robert Harrison
The ingredients are added to precise recipe by 7 .
family. It was Robert's birth7th Div.. Korea (AHTNC1—
with
Class
Third
day and fifteen ate dinner
t
Specialis
Army
. each batch you prepare is identical
the miller...
him.
Kerney, son of Mr. and
Alonzo
George Black visited Sunday Mrs. Willie A. Kerney. 402
to a degree impossible in your own kitchen.
Black
A.
F.
Mrs.
with Mr. and
Lake St., Fulton, Ky., is a
and Ruby.
Using self-rising flour and corn meal is the
member of the 7th Infantry
Korea.
in
Division
modern way to bake. There are no adequate sub-'
Alonzo, a squad
Specialist
stitutes for homemade biscuits and corn bread.
leader in Company F of the
division's 31st Regiment, enterYou can serve your family hot breads every day
ed the Army in August 1954,
at
basic training
with a minimum of time, effort and trouble by
completed
Fort Jackson, S. C., and arrivusing self-rising products.
ed overseas last March.

DEWEY JOHNSON

GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANYPONTIAC

For a demonstration of the new 1957
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Used Cars, 101 W. State Line
Office, 115 Carr

SECOND ANNUAL PRODUCTION SALE
12:30 p. m.
TUESDAY. APRIL 9

,

SO HEAD OF REGISTERED CATTLE

I

14 bulls — 12 bred heifers — 24 open
: all top blood lines
heifers
•
One Registered heifer given gavel? free

ALSO: SO GOOD FEEDER STEERS
(400 to 600 pounds)
8 REGISTERED SPOTTED
POLAND CHINA BOARS

LILLY BROS.
Hereford Cattle Farm
Located on Highway 164 (Newstead Road)
7 miles southwest of Hopkinsville, Ky.

Sale held rain or shine
Lunch available

Phone TU 58145

Elect J. L.

Whitnel Funeral Nome

6.
11
l1
il
Ad
Save Time, Effort and Troub e

SERVICE

In Your Kitchen ... Every Day
women

JUNE SUTER

To make sure you serve your family the
most flavorful biscuits and corn breads ever,
get Mother's Best Self-Rising Flour or Mother's
Best Self-Rising Corn Meal—two products that
have led the trend to modern baking the selfrising way!
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MOTHER'S BEST
Self-Rising Flour

,

SEMI-GRAN

ages.

MOTHER'S BEST
Self-Rising Corn Meal

Democratic Primary -- Tuesday, May 2

ourt of Appeals

DAVCO Semi-Gran Fertilizen
pay for themselves over and
over again by giving high.
yielding, top-quality crops
that mean extra profit a

harvest time.

CITY COAL CO.
Telephone SI
ALSO - ALABAMA AND
KENTUCKY COAL

Top Quality Products from

ALABAMA FLOUR MILLS
Decatur

Alabama

A
E°2

°
.5.

has 2 daughters, one son, three
grandchildren
and 6 greatMn. Harvey Vaughn • grandchildren.
Members of the family who
Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Terre'l enjoyed the day with her were
from
Detroit
sp .nt
several her daughters, Mn. Lena Casdays last week with homefolks. hon, Mrs. Ethel Bowlin, her
have moved to Fulton. Harry sons, Em Cashon all of Mayher
son-in-law,
Pete
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Barber field,
will drive a milk
truck that Cashon, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
will pick up milk in this com- Jackson, Lesa and Freddie and
possibly others.
munity.
Bobby Pate has been disBilly Holt of Texas is spendmissed from the Jackson-Mad- ing 2 weeks with his parents, It's A Boy
Congratulations to Mr. and
ison County Hospital where he Mr. and Mrs. Roy Holt.
was treated for two weeks. He
The revival is in progress Mrs. Gene Hatfield, on the
hopes to be able to be Up some this week at the Calvary Bap- birth of a baby boy born Satsoon after being a bed patient tist Church of Latham. Bro. urday morning, March 16, at
for .three months.
Leon Pinick, pastor of the Cuba 5:00 a. m., at Jones Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Clark Baptist Church is the Evange- The baby weighed 6 lbs and 6
ozs , and was named Walter
have moved from Mrs. Minnie list.
Harrisqn.
Brann's farm to the Herman
Supper guests Saturday night
Matheny farm.
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. It's A Boy!
Mr. and Mrs
Van Brann Jasper
Elliott
Homer
and
We congratulate
Mr. and
spent
last
week-end
w it Ii Wood were Mr. and Mrs. HerMrs. Norvell Floyd of Fulton
home-folks.
man Oliver of Lansing, Mich., on the birth
of a son, born at
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs has return- Mr. and Mrs. Ewell Oliver, Mr.
ed from a two-weeks visit to and Mrs. Rayton Oliver and 1:10 a. m., March 18. The baby
weighed 7 lbs. 4 ogs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Milan in Charlotte all of Dresden.
Memphis.
Several from the church atHarvey Vaughan, Mrs. Nad- tended the revival at the Cal- It's A Girl!
Our congratulations to Mr.
ine Niumey and Mrs. Ruth vary Church.
and Mrs. Robert Nance of FulMiller enjoyed their annual
ton on the birfl of a seven
birthday dinner Saturday. This
pound, seven ounce 'baby girl.
has been an annual dinner for
several wears as their birthday • News Around The Y The baby was named Yolanda
Jo. It was born March 19 at
is on the same date. Also, preMn. Ed Wolberton •
8 a. m at the Fulton Hospital.
sent were Mr. and Mrs. Van
Brann, Mrs. Opal Pounds, Mr.
Miss Patricia Jeffress enter- It's A Boy!
and Mrs. Darrel Wright and
Friday night with a
We congratulate
Mike Elwood and Patie Miller, tained
Mr. and
'Slumber Party'. Those present Mrs. Charles Carter
Paul and Linda Nanney, Mrs.
of Arlingwere Sandra
Bradley,
Betty
ton on the birth of a son, born
Hontas Moore and Ralph also,
John Verhines and Mrs. Lucy McIntyre and Judy Wolberton. at 6:15 p. m., -March 18, at
Mrs. Ellis Sisson visited re- Jones
Hospital.
The
Gibbs.
baby
latives in Huntingdon, Tenn. A weighed
nine
pounds, 12
Mrs. Mae Crawford from
few
days
last
week
ounces.
Memphis, Mrs. Ruth Cornelia'
Mr. Tony Slayden was in the
and Mr
John Wilson from
County
Hospital
at It's A Girl!
Middleton, visited
Mrs. Em Obion
Congratulations to Mr. and
are
Griffin and Mrs. Bell Blackard Union City last week. v
in Mrs. Elmo Thompson of FulSunday
Mrs. Blackard
has glad he is better and
ton, on the birth of a baby
been a shut-in for the past schooL
several days Mrs. Griffin is
Mrs. Daisy Bard spent the girl, born Tuesday, March 19,
weekend with her
improving.
daughter, at 11:40 a m. The baby weighMrs. Jimmie Satterfield, of ed nine pounds and 4 ounces.
The baby was born at Haws
Water Valley.
• PLEASANT VIEW
Mr and Mrs James Butts Memorial Hospital.
Mrs. George Elliott • and Mrs. Emma Butts of Fulammensimrsaanswawnsimmem ton visited Mr. and Mrs. Ed- It's A Girl!
Congratulations to Kr. and
and
The revival closed Friday ward Wolberton
family Mrs. Rudelle
Elliott of Fulton
Saturday
night.
night Bro Wilkinson was unMr. and Mrs. Phillip Kocher on the birth of a daughter.
able to conduct the services as
born at 10.55 a. m. March 23,
he was for four nights and and children spent the week- at Jones
Hospital. The baby
Bro. Bill Lowery preached the end with Mr. and Mrs. Harry has been
named Connie Diane
Grimes at Brctokport,
last two nights.
Ernest Jackson has accepted
It's A Boy!
a job with Henry Edwards
We sent our congratulations
IIIRD BURGOO
trucking Co. at Clinton
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Joe
Mrs. Mollie Cashon observe('
There is a tradition that Gus Durham of Fulton,
on the birth
her 91st birthday on
Friday Jaubert, a French member of of a six pound,
eight ounce
March 29. She was honored Gen. John Hunt Morgan's cityguest at a dinner Sunday given shy, originated burgoo at a
In the home of her daughter, time when food was so scarce /
.Hearing Aid Batteries
Mrs. Ethel Bowlin with whom that all soldiers except officers
she
resides.
Mrs
Complete Line
Cashon. had to eat blackbirds. Jaubert
daughter, of the late Mr and prepared—a—
t h Par all makes of hearing algal
Plait our Hearing Aid DepartMrs
McWherter
Pigue
war. blackbirds as the main ingremeat at your first opportunity.
born near Palmer;vine. Tenn., dient. The story is that the offon March 29. 1966. She is the icers. upon sampling the dish,
CITY DRUG CO.
widow of Almary Cashon who liked it so much that very
Phone 711
died some 63 years ago. She little was left for the troopers. 116 I lite iktreet

•CHESTNUT GLADE

NEW

DOISIK

ARRIVALS

iso

744.4

DEPT.

FREEDURINGPROURIZES
31st Anniversary Sale
GRAND PRIZE:

HEAVIER PIGS
AT WEANING

SHETLAND PONY
OTHER PRIZES INCLUDE
4
24
6

Whea you feed

WAYNE TAIL CURLER
An improved, more palatable
formula speeds pigs on to
heavier weaning weights faster
than ever before.
Wayne Tail Curler is famous
for reconditioning hogs of all
ages.
*et Setae
Today

Wish JIM PRYOR
apissaeral avec Illbsis Cautind hiker!

Reseed Year For Tree Planting
This will be a record year
for tree planting for Kentucky
and Illinois. I have just completed my tree planting schedule for Kentucky and it looks
like I have planted well over
200,000 trees in • demonstrations
this month or in the month of
March. Forestry Agent May
will
continue
plantings
in
Southern Illinois to April 15.
If you have idle land on
your farm and don't know
what to do with it, why not
plant trees. There are a variety of trees that can be planted as well as bicolor le&pedeza
for wild life. Improved practices such as tree planting will
not only make you money in
years to come with the timber,
baby boy. The baby was born
March 24, at 5:15 p. m. at the
Fulton Hospital.
It's A Girl!
We 'congratulate Capt. and
Mrs. Robert Whitsell of Camp
Lejuene, N. C., on the birth of
a daughter, born Thursday afternoon, March 21. The baby
weighed
five
and
one-half
pounds. Mrs. Whitsell is the
former Patsy
Merryman of
Fulton.

Tennessee To Unveil
New Highway Plans

Baskets of Groceries

It's A Girl!
Congratulations to Mr and
Mrs. G. W. (Buddy)
Clark,
Fulton, on the birth of a
daughter, born at 12:06 a. m.
March 26. The baby weighed
seven pounds, five ounces.

Register. Something Free Every Week

WE HAVE SOME REAL GOOD PRICES ON
SEED! NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY.
Now is the time to sow Red Top, Timothy, Fescue,
Rye Grass and Orchard Grass, also White Dutch

FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING LOT

DAYTON V-BELTS

VIBRO MASSAGE
Reduce Excess Weight the Easy Way
Exersice Without Exertion
Come in for a FREE Demonstration

MARTHA'S BEAUTY SHOP

e_V;:n ;,L44:4 &

PHONE 1041

OPERATORS

!.; •;',11+

Martha Call

Pansy Cooke

EASTER SPECIAL I
Get One Pair Of

Judy Maim&

SPECIAL!

SPORTS SHIRTS

NU-MAID NYLONS FREE

1

When you buy 2 pairs at
regular price!
Buy two
pairs at . .
Get another
pair . .
• 60-gauge, 16-denier!
• First Quality!
• New Summer Shades!
• Sizes 8!
to 11,
mediums and longs!

00

EACH

PAIR
00

FREE!

REG. 5.99 CHENILLE SPREADS
Lint Free!
5 Beautiful Colors!
A best-seller in our regular stock
of 5.99
spreads! Chenille tufting
keeps its softness and
fluffiness through many
washings. And, just look
at the luxurious shag
edges, the new rounded
corners! Twin or double
bed sizes.

Reg. 1.29 awl 1.49!
Woven plaid ginghams,
Sanforized
cottons in
heatherstone prints, neat
figure plaids, solid colors.
Short sleeves. Exceptionally well made. Sizes 6
to 18.

44

Save more than half on beautiful

COTTON FABRICS
In 3-yard to
6-yard lengths!

GIRLS' NYLON PANTIES

Values to $1.00 yd. in
organdy, Pique, Polished
cottons, Woven dotted
swiss, Woven cord dimities, combed gingham,
nurses' linon, broadcloths
batistes, lawns.

Reg. 39c!
Serviceable 40-denier'ay`
Ion tricot. Snug-fitting
briefs with elastic legs.
White, pink, blue, or
maize. Sizes 2 to 14.

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS
Reg. 10c each!
for
Good quality cotton is
smooth, s o f t. snowywhite. Wide, carefullystitched hems. Full generous size.

1

1.49 and 1.69 Less than
usual wholeShort-Sleeve
Sanforized cottons, hea- sale c°stai
thertone prints, colorfult1
plaids, widel y-spaced
•
prints, solid colors!
Men's

BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS

10
66c

37c

yd.
BIRDSEYE DIAPERS

Reg. 1.99 doz.!
All first quality! Soft,
absorbent birdseyewoven cotton is wonderfully durable. Full '27"
square. Limit of 3 dozen
to a customer.

166
,Ldoz.

LADIES HOW ABOUT A MINK FUR PIECE FOR ONLY lc?

serve the right to limit quantities.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

The meeting — the 39th an- Save Money — Shop In Fulton
nual Tennessee Highway Conference — will be led by spec- We have complete stocks of
ialists concerned with both the
federal program of superhighNays and the state system of
main highways and rural roads,
for HOME and FARM
according to E. A. Whitehurst,
director of the Tennessee HighMachines
way Research Program at U-T
and program chairman for he BENNETT ELECTRIC
conference.
FULTON
PHONE 201

SPECIALS TlitiRSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Country Hams

Nothing To Buy — Just Come In And
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A view of what the motoring public can expect from the
state's greatly expanded highway program will be given by
the highway designers and engineers April 11-12 at the University of Tennessee.

Registered Bacon Type Duroc Gilts"

and Ladino Clover, Kobe and Korean. We carry
most all kinds of Field and Garden Seed. We re-

?HONES:602-603

but will at the same time build
your soil.
I am of the opinion that if
we would do a little more reforestation in our water sheds,
we would be less likely to
having floods and we would
need less of our tax payers
money to dam rivers as flood
control measures. I noticed after a hard rain last week in
an area planted to pine 15
years ago there was ciear water
running from the little stream.
A few hundred
yards down
stream and out of the planted
area, silt began to color the
water and by the time it emptied into the larger stream the
heavily silted water looked like
a mud hole being drained. Now
just think of the soil that is
moving from all small streams
that could be cleared by planting trees on eroded hills and
gullied areas.
This is something to think
about if we are to stay in the
agriculture business. We cannot farm land if it is relting
in the bottom of the Gulf of
Mexico.
The A. S. C. will give you
a payment for planting trees,
so if you plan now to plant
trees next year see your A. S.
C. office and onsult your local
Soil Conservationist and Forester for advise on just what
to plant and where to plant.
Don't forget the slogan 'TREES
FOR TOMORROW'.

We...

Visit our Furniture and Appliance department for more details. Your dream can come true!
UNION
CITY
TENNESSEE

irmiummm
il
SHAINBIERG'S

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIII

BLACK & WHITE STORE

UNION

CITY
TENNESSEE

U. S. Consumer: Key to '57
Newsweek recently ran a long
feature article on the future prospects of American business and
industry. It bore this significant
title: "The U. S. Consumer: Key
to
That simply illustrates .an obthat future business
vious fact
activity is dependent on the purchasing power, desires, and attitudes of the 168 million Americans who use the goods and services our factories produce.
It also illustrates a fact that is
not quite so obvious — that the
economic health of this vast
country is very greatly dependent
upon the vigor of its retailers. We
buy the necessities as a matter of
course. But the country would be
in for a hard time indeed if only
necessities moved through the
channels of trade. And a great

share of American buying is induced by retail activity — by advertising, displays and other attractions thlit help to whet the
public attitude for more and better goods.
There's nothing static about retail business. It is always changing — for the reason that consumer attitudes are always changing.
As Newsweek says, ". . . major
in conshifts are taking place
desires,
consumer
behavior,
sumer
and consumer spending — that
will do more than any other force
to mold the nation's future." It is
retailing's jpb to keep abreast of
those shifts and to move with
it.
It has done that with full success in the past, and it will keep
on doing it in the seasons and
years that lie ahead.

Work If You Must, But Get That Education!
In this day of high salaries for
those who become specialists in their
field because they started out in it
with a college education, it behooves
all of us to encourage high school
graduates to do their darndest to get
that needed college education if
they're mentally equipped to absorb
it.
A determination tc, get it is more
important than having the means to
fully finance it, since anyone who
sets out to find work in a college

community to help pay his room and
board and other expenses will find
plenty of company at almost any college or university across the nation.
About 43 per cent of the UK student body pay a portion of their expenses through part-time employment
on the campus or elsewhere in Lexington. Approximately 10 per cent
hold down full-time jobs. They may
do office work, deliver newspapers,
serve in the cafeterias, or numerous
other tasks.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Calvary Belongs To Everybody
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
PAULLST FEATURE SERVICE,
WASHINGTON 17, D. C.
THERE ARE certain things in life
which are too beautiful to be forgotten, such as the love of one's mother.
Hence we treasure her picture. The
love of soldiers who sacrificed themselves for their country is likewise
too beautiful to he forgotten, hence
we revere that memory on Memorial
Day,
But the greatest blessing which
ever came to this earth was the visitation of the Son of God in the form of
man. That life is above all lives too
beautiful to be forgotten. Hence we
treasure the divinity of His words in
Sacred Scripture, and the charity of
His deeds in our daily actions.
UNFORTUNATELY, this is all
some people remember — His words
and His deeds. Important as these
are, they are not the greatest characteristic of the divine Savior. The
most sublime act in the history of
Christ was His death.
Death is always important for it

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky

Published Beery Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
Entered as seeond class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 1879.
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seals a destiny. Any dying man is a
scene. Any dying scene is a sacred
place. But of all deaths in the record
of man, none was more important
than the death of Christ. Everyone
else who was ever born into the
world, came into it to live: Our Lord
came into it to die.
AND WHY did Christ die? He
Himself told us that he came "to give
His life a redemption for many."
Crrist's death belongs to all times
and to all places. That is why, when
He ascended the heights of Calvary.
He was fittingly stripped of His garments: He would save the world
without the trappings of the world.
Adam lost his innocence and 'hence
sought to clothe himself to hide the
foulness of the temple of his body.
Our Lord kept His innocence, so He
had no need of clothing that covers
shame.
CHRIST'S GARMENTS belonged to
time, for they localized Him, and fixed Him as a dweller in Galilee. Now
that He was shorn of them to be utterly dispossessed of earthly things,
He belonged not to Galilee, not to a
Roman province, but to the world.
He became the universal poor man of
the world. Henceforth He would belong to no one people, but to all men.
To express further the universality
of the redemption, the cross was
erected at the crossroads of civilize,
tion. It was set at a central point between the three great cultures of
Jerusalem, Rome, and Athens, in
whose names He was crucified.
THIS WAS placarded before the
eyes of men, to arrest the careless,
to appeal to the thoughtless, to arouse the worldly. It was the one inescapable fact the cultures and civilizations of His day could not resist.
It is also the one inescapable fact
of our day which we cannot resist.
live.
Christ died that ALL_ men
_ might

HUMAN ARTERIES are now stored in "artery
hanks" for use in surgery to replace diseased or in.
jured blood vessels. At left, scientist uses torch to
separate tube containing artery from freezing-drying
apparatus; center, a section of human artery "on

STRICTLY BUSINESS

W R. Hughes, Wendell Wade;
April 6. Jimmie Green, Mary
Cary Briggs, Janet Allen, Billy
Holland, J. D. Golden; April
Maynard, Brenda
7: Sue
Choate, Emily Walker; April P
Mrs. Georgia W. Hill, Annie
Lee Green, Patsy Bradberry,
Cecil McDaniel; April 9: Stephen Green, Norman Freeman,
Judy Moore, Ruth Bondurant,
Bobby Ayers; April 10: Terry
Randell Bonds, Marie Hardy.

.
by MCFeettars

Here I go again, with not
much fishing news but we are
still having a lot of good casting around the Coffee Shop.
The weather has a lot to do
with the fishing, but hold on,
here comes one, a good trip
was planned this week at my
place by Puddin-Pie Johnson,
,Browning
Minner - bucket
Warm-Stove Weeks, Bass-Plug
Wright and Eagle-Scout Tripp
for three days at Kentucky
Lake on April 8th.
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A PROUD CHILD
IS A HAPPY CHILD

"Found a place today where a haircut soda aaly
SO mots!"

Playing a Wurlitzer
Piano develops pride
of accomplishment.

FROM THE FILES:—

March 56, 111.11
In the basketball game Wednesday night at the Science
Hall between the Fulton High
School Bulldogs and the FulAll-Stars
All-Stars, the
ton
won 24 to 12. It was a benefit
game for PeeWee Nanney, star
high player, who was injured
in the regional tournament.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Holloway announce the birth of a
son, born Friday morning at
the Fulton Hospital.
Mayor and Mrs. Paul DeMyer announce tile birth of a
seven-pound daughter, born
Friday morning at their home
on the Mayfield highway.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Royal
are the proud parents of a son,
born Saturday. March 20, at
St. Mary's hospital in Centralia,
Illinois. Mrs. Royal is the
former Geraldine Hundley of
Fulton, Ky
-- --Mr. and MIR H G. Butler
of near Fulton announce the
birth of a six pound daughter,
born Thursday of last week at
Both
Hospital.
Fulton
the
mother and baby are cluing
nicely.
J. N. McNeilly will move his
grocery April 1 from his old
stand corner State Line and
Church streets, to the Nolen
building on Main St. This
building is being reconditioned
and repainted.
Andrews Jewelry Store is
doing a bit of improvement
The front windows are being
modernistic
a
reworked, in
finish.
Work is going forward on
the new Warner Theatre building on Main St. as steel supports are installed this week.
New Spring colors are in
style at the Arcade barber and
beauty shop on Lake St. where
the interior and exterior of
the building have been repaint-

Ramblin' Along
with
Judy and Patsy

ed. Hornbeak Bakery next door
is also receiving a new coat of
paint.
Lowe. Cafe has been beautifully redone, with more to follow, including the floor and
exterior.
W. Armstrong
The Annie
Circle of the First Baptist WoUnion met
man's Missionary
night, March 22nd,
Monday
with Mrs Leon Hutchens at
her home on Bates St. with
Miss Adelle Rhodes, joint hostess. The meeting was opened
with prayer by the president,
Mrs. J. A. Hemphill, who presided over the meeting. The
secretary, Mrs. Hugh Rushton
called the roll and read the
minutes of the previous meeting Which were approved. Sixteen regular members answered the roll call with three new
members. Mrs. Bill Abel, Mrs.
Mrs.
Richardson and
Vodie
Boyce Dumas. The treasurer,
Mrs. Leon Hutchens, made a
financial report. After the program, the meeting was closed
with prayer by Miss Screace
A delightful social hour was
enjoyed during which time the
hostess served delightful re
freshments, carrying out the
Easter motif.
regular
their
Entertaining
Tuesday night club. Mr. and
Mrs George Hester were host
and hostess to a bridge party
Friday night at their home on
three
The
Street.
Eddings
tables of club members were
present who enjoyed several
games of progressive contract
High score prizes were presented to Mrs. Abe Jolley and Dr
J. L. Jones.
Miss Rocie Jackson, of Detroit, daughter of Mrs W. R
Jackson of this city was married Sunday, March 21, to Mr.
L. R. Spadone of New York
City. The ceremony was per
in New York. The bride
is the sister of C. F. Jackson
of Fulton and has many friends here.
Quite a few of these eightgraders are getting excited about getting into high school
next year, but I can think of
a few who would have liked
to have been there this year.

Wonder if C. B. will set his
There hasn't been much ex- goal for South Futon or Hick
citement up at the ole brick man?
dwelling since the tournament,
but Friday night the Lion's
The Eighth Grade had a class
Club had a banquet for the meeting Tuesday and has debasketball players of South cided
about
certain
for
Fulton and Fulton High
graduation plans. The speaker
is to be the Reverend Fisher
Monday, the boys started from Paducah. The girls will
roughing it for next year's wear white dresses and accesfootball season. After all, it sories, and the boys dark suits
takes a long time, but victories This is probably the last year
well reward the boys for their there will be an eighth grade
sufferings. The track team's al- graduation.
so getting in shape, for track
meets later this spring.
If there are some of you
cats out there who don't have
All the kids on the Kentucky a "Party Doll" you'd better be
side of the line are disappoint- looking, for the big Prom's
ed about the game between coming up and you don't want
Obion-Fulton & Hickman coun- to be caught like the boy with
ties Monday night.
the "white Sports coat and the
pink carnation"!
We hear D. P. has been
—Until next time, be good
hanging around on the other and keep cool!
Fide of the line lately. Does
Natural bridge, feature athe have a reason? Wonder if
deposit" k shown; right, circled areas show how N. B. has uncoiled that rope Bridge State Park, has a vast
diseased artery segment is re,n(,red and replaced by yet and if B. W. will get that arch of 92-foot clearance, a
graft obtained from artery hank. These hanks are cute little sports car or if he'll width of 76 feet and a roadway
maintained in key cities throughout the country, have to stick to that gray and breadth of 24 feet. It is the
often through Heart Fund support.
white Olds? Gee, I'd be happy focal point of a large vacation
area near Slade.
with any car!

tions
or Ir
*red
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If you don't have anything
to do, come on down to the
Coffee Shop and listen to a
good fish story; it might be old
but it will be good.
—Joe Babb ,

Ammumiamensamonseas

NIEW
mot

()WWII

So watch out, little fish, here
they come.

TURNING BACK THE CLOCK -
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April 4: Mary Kate Pewee
Mrs. Lithe Wheelis, Cora Aldrich; April 5:
Mrs. Georgia
Hughes, Lynn Williamson, Mrs

TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT.
Union City, Tenn.
A.
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Otedidoe-S'egerouitoitei
CLOTHING COMPANY
is pleased to announce
the addition of a

MEN'S SHOE DEPARTMENT
featuring

pas. Siwes

Pt

—A nationally-known quality men's shoe
that we can proudly recommend to our customers.
New 1957 Spring styles are now in.
You're invited to visit us today !

GRISHAM-BUTTERWORTH CLOTHING CO
Main Street

Fulton

April Specials
QUALITY

e4P AINTS
a

d supplies
and

OUTSIDE WHITE PAINT

Gal.

$4.83

MEDIUM GLOSS INSIDE PAINT, Gal. $4.99
(seven colors)
FLAT ENAMEL INSIDE PAINT, Gal. $4.55
(seven colors)
FLOOR,ENAMEL

Gal.

$4.75

SOFT LITE LATEX PAINT

Gal.

$4.59

ONE LOT (Quarts) Flat PAINT

98c

(Discontinued colors)
ONE LOT (Pints) ENAMEL

59c

ONE LOT ('2 Pints) ENAMEL

30c

St

Introductory offer!
'4 PINT No.83 SUPER WHITEENAMEL 10c
•

'WHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Church Street

Fulton

Phone 38

PIt

Wade;
Mary
, Billy
April
'ends
.pril
Annie
dberry,
Stepeeman,
durant,
Terry
ardy
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Dear G. C.
It looks like you will have
a public job as a clerk; it will
become effective the first of
next year and looks like you
will come by this job by votes.

PATRICIA;LATANE
iPATRICIA
LATANE
•newers
no questions In person. Addreee all
communications to
her c/o THE
NEWS and
watch for answer In
this
column. Questions regarding
medidne, hitillth can beet be answered
by
your physk Ian ; questions regarding handling of money
or investments can beet be anew•eeii by your banker. THE NEW•
provides Ws column purely as •
public forum and does not
any responsibility for th• answers
offered, although
In
many
cases
they
have
proved
it Ntrem•ly 05
curate.)

Dear Patricia
Could you answer some questions for me? My little girl
lost her birthstone ring that
she got tor Christmas. Could
you tell me where she lost
It' She lost it Sunday March 3.
Will she ever find it, or has
someone already found it? If
sO, what is their initials and
where do they live?
She also lost her watch a
year ago. Was it ever found
and where was it lost and who
found it?
Thank you very much. Hoping to get an answer soon.
R. M
Dear R. M
The birthstone ring is laying
beside a tree at your home in
the yard. It II, half covered
with dirt if you will look very
closely you will find it. The
watch was lost while out playing; it was picked up by a
elder person by the initial of
B. This person lige the watch

laying in • dish on a mantel.
Dear Pat,
Will you please answer some
questions for me?
Will we ever get out of debt
and will we own a home and
when? Will my son ever get
married? Will my husband's
health be any better or does
he just think he is sicker than
he is?
Will I ever have any grandchildren?
Thanks,
J. N.
Dear J. N.
Yes you will get out of debt
sometime this year; yes you
will purchase a home in June
1958 on the installment plan.
Yes your son will marry in
the very near future. There
isn't anything wrong with your
husband's health; it is all in
his mind. Yes you will have
grandchildren; the first will be
a boy the later part of 1968.
Dear Pat,
After reading all your letters
I believe you can help me.
I am hoping to have a beautiful career and am hobing for
At soon. Can you tell me what
it will be? When it will come?
Also, how it will come about?
Sincerely,
G. C.

F U LTON

Double Feature
Program
Friday — Saturday

•

Johnny Mack
Brown
in

AN AWN maim nasal

"GUN TALK"

Plus — CLUNKED IN THE CLINK & Color Cartoon

'hoe
cus-

i CO

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY

AN EXCITING.
EXPLOSIVE
NEW STAR!

you
had better be studying
your lessons in place of boys,
and maybe you would do better in school. You will marry
when you are 19, almost 20
years old, which is several
years away. You will have 5
Dear Pat,
children. Yes your sister will
I read your column in the get married. Your brother will
News each week, and think be home in September of this
your advice is good, and I am year
desperate for some advice. I
am not a young person at all, Dear Patricia Latane,
but I have given up two homes
Who took the money out of
to live with my mother, and my mother-in-law:4
purse? Is
look after her. What will be there anyway for
her to get
the results at the end? Will I it back?
be taken care of, or receive
When will my sister-in-law's
anything for this?
baby be born? Where is her
Will I ever have my own
husband? When will my son
home, and when? Was my hus- and his wife have
their baby?
band having personal dealings
When will my other son get
with the secretary where he married; will he have to
go to
worked last year. Now his
the Army soon?
health is not too good, will I
L. R.
be left alone? Will my youngDear I... R.
est daughter and husband be
No, she will not get thi,s
successful,, if they get their
business, and will they get it? money back but a member of
Will I ever live in Florida, her family took the money.
when will I leave here? I have Your sister-in-law will have
always helped other people, her baby in August; her huswhat does my family think of band is in Ohio. Your son and
his wife will have their baby
me now? I'm still trying.
in October Your other son will
Will you answer at once?
not get married for about 3
Anxious,
years yet. Yes he will go to
Dear Anxious
anyone the Army; he will get mail
I can't understand
wondering what they would get from the Army in May of this
out of taking care of their year.
Mother. To me that is one of
your responsible acts to care Dear Patricia,
I have read your letters for
for your parents. But for your
selfish information you will be a long time and enjoy them,
rewarded highly for what little but this is my first time to
care you give her. Yes you will Write.
I have a very good friend
own your own homei you will
buy one in August or Septem- who will have to change jobs.
ber of this year but it will be Will he still work in the town
in Florida, not where you now he is now living? Will he have
are. No, you will not be left to leave town, if so, where
alone you will have that hus- will he go and how soon?
I would also like to know
band. Yes, he was going with
the girl and you know all a- how long I will get to hold
bout it; he has always gone the job I am on at present.
Would like to see this in the
with other women. Yes your
youngest daughter and hus- paper this week, if not, hope
band will get the business they the next week.
Thank you.
want and will make a success
Worried
of it.
Dear Worried:
Yes he will continue to work
Dear Pat,
I read your column and In the same town; you will
think it is very interesting. get to work up in the summbr
Please answer some questions before you -iife laid off, then
for me. How old will I be it won't be for long.
when I get married?
Who will I marry and how Dear Pat,
I have some questions to ask
many children will I have?
Will my oldest sister ever get you. Could you tell me somethink about the boy I will
married?
When is my brother coming marry? What kind of work will
I do when I finish school? This
home?
Saturday night my girl friend
Yours,
M. J. H.
Dear M J H
You have got several years
of school ahead of you, and

the go
go for

the most talked.

SouTHLAND

WASH
and
WEAR

a twisted, trapped
young man who
fights his way from
rock-bottom to fame
— a real-life story

Prissy

98c

30c

.. 10c

PERKINS.MA/DEN
— EXTRA ADDED —
LATEST NEWS EVENTS
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Starting Wednesday. April 10th. 4—DAYS! 1
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THEITRUESTORY
JAMES
JESSE
Of cu.,;2ope
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WAGNER
NUNIER
FREY
11:3Ef
LANGE
HOPE

$1.98
$2.98
Here's everything you want inity
sports shirt, handsome taiter.^g,
fine fabrics, rugged in wearab.!ity
plus the easiest care ever. Just
dip, dry and wear. Take your
choice of colorful checks, tattersalt, solids and neats. You'll
appreciate their good looks ...
lasting neatness ... care free nature, and fabulous low price.
We give Pot-O-Gold tickets

SERI

t

se 35

111111111111\

tht

juotkii
oitred ictA:041 67..i

N' Cream. 1-3,

Inverted back pleat. Perfect compliment to all dresses.
Navy Feature

SIZE 3-6x

colt) .95
$6.95

SIZE 7-14

441
'

The Girls Will Love
Our EASTER
• MILLINERY

• BAGS
• GLOVES
• BOUFFANT SLIPS

SPORTCOATS

GOOFY GARDNERS

59c

MEMPHIS' MOST MODERN HOTEL

Always Correct Ensemble
11141% WOOL (Size*: 4-12)

KARL

COLOR CARTOON I I

Hotel Claridge

$16.95
SPORTSCOATS AND SLACKS

4

.4.59

• Childrea Wader 14 Wee

Toddler COATS in wool gabardine
with white detachable color and
has own matching bonnet.
Sizes 2-3-4

I411 M ng

.4.75

• Preis Sweated.. Perham.

NAVY and WHITE. - the fashion for
LITTLE GIRLS' EASTER

FEAR SWIM OUT
ANTHONY

Youl see what we mean the moment you
enter the beautiful Claridge lobby. And, your
completely refurnished and air conditioned
room oven contains a ccar,plimentary TV set!
Next trip, be sure you get that "At Horne
Away From Horne" feeling ... stay at
Memphis' Most Modern Hotel

DUSTERS

$2.95 TO $14.95

Paramount Presents

.55

Miss, Peach

molasses
low-cost
bll zing
a. ith low-value roughages such
as corncobs, straw, etc., has
proved valuable in cattle feeding, reducing feed costs considerably.

When Too Stop at Hotel Claridge

Fulton

Mats

34x, 7-14.

and Reader's Digest

,4.99

LI7

Murray Hospital a few weeks
ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil Mathis
and children of Mayfield, Ky
spent Sunday with relatives in
this area.
Mr. Grant Bynum has been
suffering with his throat, and
receiving some medical care of
Dr. Z. F. Crocker.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie B. Fuller have moved from the Fred
Farmer place to the Dodgt
Tucker farm near State Lint
Mrs. Rice Mayo is a patient
at Fulton Hospital, where she
has undergone major surgery
Every good wish is extended
for a speedy recovery, by
many friends round about here
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hammett
and son, William Roy, of Hollow Rack, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs
Curtis King, Union City, Tenn
and Misses Juanita and Maurine Hammett od Clarksville
Tenn., recently visited yotu
writer.

GET THAT

BENNETT ELECTRIC

ous for perfect fit and fine fabrics.
By Ruth Originals, Jean Durain,

SPORT SHIRTS

as reported in the
Saturday Evening Post

,4.83

Bro. Dempsey Henderson filled his appointment at New
Salem Baptist Church the past
Sunday at 11 a. m. and the
evening service was held at
usual hour. Sunday was the
day set a-part for building
fund, and the indebtedness was
paid off by the church and a
large congregation. It has been
announced that spring revival
will begin 2nd Sunday in
April. Bro. John T. Hardy of
Ho pe w ell Baptist Church,
Graves County is the visiting
minister to assist Pastor Henderson. The public is cordially
invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunningham and children, Steve
and Beth of Bowling Green.
Ky. spent the week-end in
Dresden, guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham and was a visitor of
your writer and family enroute
home Sunday.
Mrs. Harrison Austin is
able to get out again, after
having undergone surgery in

is...
,
—'
Massed Esas
Low down payment
and Easy Terns

colors and color combinations. Fam-

he delivers a
stunning portrayal of

Mrs. Carey FrEoldo •

THE MAnAt
AUNNIATIC
. WASHER

New fashion styled in the most exciting ways with the most exciting

first starring role

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Dear Patricia,
I am writing to ask you to
please just tell me what you
see in my life for me, and will
I ever enjoy life like I want
to. Is there more trouble ahead for me and would it be
better for me to go my way all
for myself.
Please tell me just what you
see.
Also, tell me where my
shears are, and there was a
ring that disappeared here one
night. Please tell me where
they are?
Thank you very much,
L. M. B.
Dear L. M. B.
You would be better off if
you just picked up and walked out and didn't tell anyone
where you are going; life
would be easier and minus all
the headaches and heartaches
that you now have. If you stay
where you are life will never
be any different. The shears
are laying in the yard as for
the ring it was picked up and
pawned for money.

DRESSES

about young actor
in motion a.
pichires In his

The Fulton News Thusrday April 4, 1967 Page 9

TIR LOOK

then
TONY PERKINS—

and I have dates with two
college boys. W'ill we have a
good time, or will we regret
that we went?
Will I ever find the one and
only man for me? How long
will it be?
Will I ever learn to dance
very good?
Thanks,
G. K.
Dear G. K.
No I can't tell you anything
about the boy you are going
to marry as you have never
met hint yet, however his first
initial is R.
You will work as a waitress
when you finish school. Yes
you will have a nice time. Yes
you will find the only man for
you, but it will be quite some
time before you do. Yes you
will learn to dance.

Plus — Latest News — 'Police Dogged (Cartoon)

Kasnow's
Department Store

Kaynee

$8.95 $12.95

White Linen (Sizes 2-12)

SPORTMATS
$3.95 $6.95
SLACKS
We've got 'em Regular and Ivy League
Washable: Gab, Flannel,
t7 OC TO
Splashweave, Linens.
Oc
41.
gale/of
Sizes 2-12

cit

RAYON

ACETATE

SUITS
by Jack Tar
Styled for looks
including
all the grown-up features
just like Dad's.
Light blue — sizes 3-7

$10d95

Contrasting Eton or Blazer
STRIPED ETON

SUITS
$4.95 to $10.95
With slacks or shorts
Sizes 2-7

WHITE

DRESS SHIRTS
famous for fitting young
fellows. Button down collars or spread collars
Sizes 2-12

$4.95
See The Most Terrific
Group of New

SPORT SHIPS
in

town. Lots of Ivy
League. Sizes 2-12

$1.95 -$2.95,

SMART

IVY LEAGUF & DRESS CAPS

The YOUTH CENTER
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

$1.95

1

1
POLITICAL
WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
lengths, widths. Forrester's
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Shoe Shop.
The NEWS is authorized to
ELL K/NDS OF kkSmade announce the candidacies of the WELLS DRILLED for industry
while you wait. Forreater's following for office, subject to
and homes. Modern equipthe Democratic primary May
Shoe Shop, MG
ment. experienced workmen
Write or call Watson Co..
WANTED at once: Raleigh 28, 1957:
Phone Ill, Fulton, Ky.
dealer in Fulton or Hickman
FOR COUNTY JUDGE
Counties or City of Fulton.
FARM
LOANS: Long term,
Homer Roberts
See or write Bill Johnson,
low interest rates on real
John C. Bondurant
Box 352, Russell Springs; or
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
Dee I... McNeill
write Raleigh's, Dept. KY-D
61, Fulteri.
1071-R., Freeport, Ill.
FOR SHEIUFF
SOFT-LITE rubber-base paint
M. E. ("Red") Garrisou
BUY W. L Douglas shoes in
only $4.95 gallon. All popL.. D. Alexander
Tufton at 'Forrester's Shoe
ular colors. Exchange FurniAncil A. Royer
Shop.
ture
Company, Church
Street,
Fulton.
CLIME
COURT
COUNTY
HAVE YOU shopped at our FOR
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
Kathryn Kelly Lannont
large display room for your
To provide working capital,
Patsy Harrison Gana
needs? See our
plumbing
long
term.
low
interest,
huge stocks of kitchen and
FOE MAGISTRATE
Charlie
Stephenson; Phone
newest
fixtures;
bathroom
(District Two)
61, Fulton.
styles, colors; prices to fit
Clyde Conon
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
your pocketbook. Open anyA. L. Cox
and automatic models. $139.95
time, day or night at 909
W. G. ("Bill") Mays
and up. Sales and service.
Arch Street "We carry parts
Champion
0.
Marion
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Campbell's
materials"
and
Shop, Telephone POE CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
Plumbing
REGISTERED
1037R.
John B. Stayton
POE RENT: Floor sanding maRuth Johnson
NURSES WANTED
chine and electric floor polishCOMMISSIONER
TAX
FOR
cleanvacuum
er and glectric
Two (2) RN's for 3 to 11 and
Elmer Murchison
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
11 to7 shifts in modernly equipMrs. Bessie Cloar Rose
Phone 35. Churcn Street
conditioned
35-bed
ped, air
buy: standing
WANTED to
FOR COUNTY JAILER
hospital. Salary, $2.85 month for
Route
Miles,
timber. R. V.
Marvin Lowery
5-day week. Annual vacation,
2, Sharon, Tenn.
Luther Adams
sick leave, social security, hosARTHUR Matheny is back at
Apply:
benefits.
pitalization
fine FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
some
with
Wade's
Virginia Huff. R. N., Director
Amberg
H.
James
auMaytag
Spring specials:
of Nursing, Caldwell County
tomatic washer $49.95; Ben War Memorial Hospital, Princedix Automatic washer $49.95;
ton, Ky.
living room suites at real
REPAIR SERVICE
bargains: small down payWOODRUFF STUDIO
ment and twelve months to
RAD10 AND TV
pay at Wade's. Trade with
Any make-any model
Wade and Save. Wade's Used,
- Where you can have the
112 Main Street, phone 478.
are
always
shoes
SAFETY-TOE
WOOD & PR= TV fisest portraits and commerciavailable at Forrester's Shoe
Main St.
Phone 211
al work done!
Shop.

CLASSIFIED ADS

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my many
friends and neighbors for their
visits, cards, telephone calls
and every act of kindness
shown me while I was sick.
Algia Hay
Fulton Route Four
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
, The Harvey Caldwell Company. DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.
DAY Oft NIGHT wrecker service; phone 38 during the
daytime and 1917 or 1701-R
at night. Taylor Chevrolet
----Company, Fulton.
BARGAIN: Extra nice cedar
chest $34.95; gas stove, looks
chairs,
like
new; rocking
9x12 rugs $4.95. Anything
you need for the home at
Wade's Used Store. Trade
with Wade and Save. 112
Main Street, phone 478.
NEED
A
rubber stem
Prompt service available at
the Fulton News office.
TIRE SALE at Bennett's Cities
Service on Fourth Street and
Maynard's Cities Service on
Martin Highway!
NO PRINTING JOB too large
or too small for the Fulton
News to do for you. Best
equipped shop in Fulton to
serve you. Phone 470.
CHEVROLET owners use genuine Chevrolet parts for best
performance, service, satisfaction. Available in Fulton only at Taylor Chevrolet Company, "Your Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer in Fulton".
Lake Street, phone 38.
LISTEN what we have at
Wade's Used Store: old bedsteads, odd chairs, dinette
suites, extra-good used refrigerators, chest of drawers,
odd kitchen cabinets in several styles, coffee tables, end
tables and table lamps. Trade
with Wade and Save. 112
Main Street, phone 478.
FOR THE BEST Deal tin Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0 Butts at The
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.
CONVENIENTLY located only
a half-block off Lake Street
in the heart of downtown
Fulton, the Fulton News is
ready, willing and able to
• do your printing. 209 Commercial
Avenue, telephone
470: "The Printing number."

SPRING FABRICS
SAVE ON
Shop with us and save
at Mill prices.
We have all the newest
fabrics for Spring and
Easter!
FultoniFabric Shop
•aAv te!Diatutuor,)

Authorized RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

At the American Legion BuildFourth

on

ing

MOHAWK CARPET

•

•

•

•

Bob

from

Street; across

FULTON HARDWARE
and Furniture Company
208 Lake Street
Phone 1

- - Federal and State-

INCOME TAX

pany.

REPORTS

JUST ARRIVED!
NEW 1957
WALLPAPERS!
Over 400 patterns in stock.
Also see our special order
books!

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE

COMPANY
Fulton

Church St.

Filed and mailed

F. S.-JOHNSON
456 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky

Phone: 62; home 765

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST

"The Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce and its members are
vitally .interested in bringing
more 'travel business to Kentucky," Tucker said. "Competition in the travel industry is

Go To Church Sunday

FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL
208 Main St.

Phone

COST

costa

Lumber for fencing and to support the roof
V75. Another RIM pays Tor 16 squares or roofing
(iron or aluminum), and a 16 hole self - feeder
costs about $65-$100. Total material cost is only
$390-$415 to build and equip a Pig Parlor for 50
hogs-exactly a load of market porkers for a standard 30-foot trailer.

Fulton, Ky

24-HOUR WRECKER AND
GARAGE SERVICE
JUNK YARD
USED CARS AND PARTS
Phones:
Garage 9134; Home 1795

A 30 x22-foot Purina Pig Parlor allows 60 feeder
pigs to grow to market hogs comfortably, quickly and
at low cost on Purina feeding. Here is Mr. McKeel's
parlor on Water Valley Route 2.

ADVANTAGES
(1) Easy to operate-little labor. (2) Easy to keep
records. (3) Small investment. (4) Fast turnover
of investment. (6) Regular cash crop. (6) High
daily gains. (7) Few disease problems. (8) Produces
a quality hog fast-and at low cost.
ONLY TWELVE SOWS should provide enough
pigs to keep one Pig Parlor busy. By breeding 6 sows
every 3 months on a two-litter-a-year system, you
should have about 200 weaned pigs-just enough
to fill your Parlor 4 times. It takes about 13 weeks
to grow and fatten a weaned pig to market weight
on Purina.

AND HERE'S THE PROW
Herman McKee!, Water Valley (1(y) Route One,
the first in this territory to install a Purina Pig Parlor, announces the following results for a 24-day
feeding period, and we invite you to read and compare these figures!
44 Hogs put on feed March 6, 1967; average weight
76.7 lbs.
44 hogs weighed March 29, 1957; average weight
/
2 lbs (24-day feeding record): average daily
1341
gain 2.43 lbs.
FEED USED:
$152.50
122 bu. corn at $1.25
32.40
600 lbs. Sow and Pig Chow
23.23
476 lbs. Hog Chow
7000 lbs. grinding exchange; his
17.50
Own COM

SERVICE!

Across From Zippy Cafe
Prompt, reasonable service on
Television and radio sets. Work
guaranteed. Call 613, Union
City.
One-day pickup and delivery
service.

KING
Television Service

Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding, Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 845
WE PRINT hundreds of thousandr. of envelopes, statements4 letterheads, business
cards and office forma yearly for businessmen all over
the Ken-Tenn area, right in
our own well-equipped shop.
Send us your next order. The
Fulton News, phone 470:
"The printing number".
POSTED and No-hunting signs;
for-rent signs, made to your
specifications. Prompt service, economical prices. The
Fulton News., 209 Commercial Avenue.

EXTRA COPIES
of

The Fulton News
are on

sale

each week at
Fulton Newsstand

Seldon Reed examines some of Herman McKeel's
hogs after 24 days of parlor feeding. Frequent deliveries of Chows right to self feeder almost eliminate storage and handling of feed.

•
$225.63 produced 2570 lb. gala; cost per
100 lbs.
7900 lbs. of feed produced 2370 lb. gain
Feed per pound gain
Corn per 100-lb. gain
Supplement per 100-1b. gain

$225.63

$8.78
3.07 lb.
4.75 bu
41.8 lbs

Come in today, or as soon as you're in town, and ask us about Purina Pig Parlors. We will be glad to give you the details and help you get started right. We
will get building plans for you if you wish. Watch for final report on McKeel hog sale!

Smith's Cafe
Evans Drug Store
The Coffee Shop
Rushton's Cafe

REED BROS FEED & SEED Co.

The News Office
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WHAT IS ITT
A Pig Parlor is simply a sloped concrete floor with
a fence around it and an iron or aluminum roof.
Eight yards of concrete are used in building a floor
30' by 22' for a cost of $120. This floor is built to
slope to the foot on the 22' side. Three automatic
waterers are tied into the water line and placed on
the high side of the concrete floor. One waterer is
attached to a "medicine barrel." The four waterers
coat about $20.

PETE'S GARAGE
U. S. 51 North

HOSPITAL NEWS

Yea, they're raising pigs in parlors now .. and it's
being hailed as the greatest advEnce in hog management in years!
The Purina Pig Parlor is a hog growing and fattening unit designed to put the hog raiser on a modern pork factory basis with control over most factors
which spell profit or loss. It combines the sound principle of proper feeding on concrete to get maximum
feed conversion at lowest possible coat with built-in
labor savers and fast turnover.

One general practice is to buy weanling pigs
weighing 40 to 45 pounds up to feeder pigs weighing 80 pounds. Hogs are vaccinated, wormed, and
sprayed for external parasites when placed in the
Parlor. Purina supplements truly be mixed with your
grain by your Purina dealer or you may feed Purina
and grain, free choice. using Purina Fly Bait and
Purina Disinfectant, flies are easily controlled and
odors are kept at a minimum.

List your
and town Property
with the

Mayfield; Marvin Vaughn, Mrs.
Henry Murphy. both of Wingo;
Mrs. Rebecca Maya, Dukedom;
Mrs. Percy Veatch, Mrs. Wade
Brown, both of Crutchfield;
The following were patients Mrs. C. H. Newman, Union
in the local hospitals Wednes- City; Luther Pickins, Water
Valley; Joe Jones, Arlington;
day morning.
Mrs. Radio
Haws Memorial: Mrs. Sher- Mrs. D. P. Via,
Guy
man Woodson, Carol Woodson, Stroud, both of Clinton;
Putman, Sr..
and James Choate, all of Union Gingles, R. V.
Allen, Floyd
City; Ronald Johnson, Louisvil- Mrs. Thomas
Mrs.
Patterson,
le; J. R. Satterfield, Mrs. Gene Bowen. Jane
G. W. DimYates, both of Water Valley; „Hays Bryan, Mrs.
Stephenson. Lonie
Mrs. T. C. Maxey, Cilton; Mrs. mitt, B. B.
Mrs. Mike
Perry Noles, Calvert City; Mrs. Bard, W. R Box,
Ky.
W. T. Dowden, Dukedom; Mrs. Fry, all of Fulton,
James Cashon, Martin; W. A.
Jones Hospital: Mrs. J. H.
City, Indiana;
Sensing, Allen Austin, James Owens, Tell
McDaniel, Mrs. Ronald Cruse, Rufus Kimberlin, Martin; KenMiss Sarah
Linton, Mrs. neth Doneho,. Dukedom; CharThomas G. Jones., Billy Joe loft Richman, Water Valley; J.
McNeil, Tommie Thomas, Mrs. D. Faulkner, Mrs. Effie FranJohnson Atkins, Alfonso Wat- turn, Mrs. 0. G. Clark, M. L,
ers, all of Fulton, Ky.
Batts, Marvet Guthrie, Mrs. H.
Fulton Hospital: Mrs. Jim R. Allen, Bertha Mitchell, Louis
Holcombe, Mrs. Ora Lee Cole, Stephens, Rosem a ry Clark,
Mrs. J. L
Omar.
Mrs. Harry Callison, all of Nancy
Hickman; Mrs, Darrell Snow, Grooms, all of Fulton. Ky.

THE NEW WAY TO FATTEN HOGS

Long Terme-Essy Payments

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
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Introducing ... the Purina Pig Parlor

THREE TO 4 CROPS A YEAR

Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
-Phones 62 or 160-W-

Arrangements
have
been
completed for the 1957 Kentucky Press Tour, May 5-11,
according to a jouit announcement by Barney Tucker, president of the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce, G. M. Pedley,
commissioner of the Department of Public Relations, and
Mrs. Ben Kilgore, director of
State parks, co-sponsors of the
tour.

becoming
keener month
by
month
and
the
attractions
which Kentucky has to offer
deserve
all
the
recognition
which they can get."
Mrs. Ben Kilgore said invitations have been accepted by
approximately 25 national magazine and newspaper travel
editors who are in a position
to bring the story of Kentucky
to their readers. Among publications to be represented are
Holiday magazine, and newspapers from Delaware, Virginia, Ohio, Florida and Washington, D. C.
Pedley said
the
proposed
itinerary
would include the
most famous of Kentucky's attractions. The visitors will see
Kentucky Dam Village, Kentucky Lake State Park, Pennyrile Forest State Park, Jefferson Davis Monument. Mammoth Cave, Lake Cumberland,
Cumberland Falls, and Levi
Jackson Wilderness Road State
Park.

FARM LOANS

Farm

WHY PAY MORE?

National Travel
And Food Editors
To Visit Kentucky

Motor Com-

White

WALL-TO-WALL
OR ROOM SIZE
Call us to estimate your job!
We also install linoleum, asphalt tile, rubber tile and plastic
tile.

KENTUCKY PRESS
TOUR LS SET FOR
FIRST WEEK IN MAY

South Fulton

Phone 620
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